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1 Introduction 
The classic parametric regression model is defined by 
Y ~Fy ( - \ x , 9 ) ,  ( 1 . 1 )  
where Y  = ( Y'1, Vi,..., V„) is a vector of dependent variables observed with random 
error, x = (xi, X2, • • •. xn) is fixed and known, Fy(-\x,9) is the cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) of Y given {x,0), 0 6 0 is a vector of unknown parameters and 0 is 
the parameter space. It is well-known that under regularity conditions, the maximum 
likelihood estimator 0mu for model (1.1) is consistent for 0 and has an asymptotic 
normal distribution. In the case of Y'i, V2,.... Yn independently normally distributed 
with a constant variance, the model (1.1) can be written as 
Yt = g{ x t , / 3 )  + et, t = 1,2,...,n. (1.2) 
where et, e2,..., en are identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) from N ( 0 ,  <7, ), ( 3  E 
Qp and > 0 are unknown, and 0g is the parameter space for /3. For model (1.2), we 
let 9 = (/3', cTg)'. We use p and p+ 1 to denote the dimensions of 03 and 0, respectively. 
For model (1.2), the maximum likelihood estimator of (3 is computed by minimizing 
YliYt - P)]2 
t=i 
over ©0. 
Sometimes one cannot observe the xt's directly. Instead, X t = f( x t , u t )  is observed, 
where ut denotes the random error with mean 0. The ut is called the measurement 
9 
error or the error in the variable. We will focus on the case with additive measurement 
error, i.e., 
X t  = Xt  +  Ut ,  (1.3) 
where 
~ iV/(0,S„u). (1.4) 
In contrast to u£, the et in (1.2) is called the error in the equation. Often, the Xt is 
called the manifest variable and the xt is called a latent variable. The measurement 
error model is also called the errors-in-variables model. For the measurement error model 
defined by (1.2) and (1.3), we call the estimator of (3 computed by minimizing 
n 
2>;-s(x„0)l2 (1.5) 
t = L  
over /3 €. Qp the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator of /3. Since, in the presence of 
measurement error, the OLS estimator is generally not consistent for y3. we use yn to 
denote the OLS estimator. 
In general, some knowledge of Suu is needed to estimate the parameter 9 .  Otherwise, 
the model defined by (1.1) and (1.3) is not identified (Fuller, 1987, Section 1.1.3). We 
will see in the literature review of Chapter 1 that all methods for the measurement error 
model either require the measurement error variance Suu to be known, or require the 
ratio of Suu to crj to be known. All of the methods discussed after Chapter 1 require £uu 
to be known. In applications, the variance of the measurement error Euu can be obtained 
from previous knowledge or estimated with repeated measures. When the independent 
variable xt is univariate, we replace £uu with cr\. 
An example of measurement error occurs In nutrition studies, where people inves­
tigate the relation between nutrition intakes and a certain disease. Let Yt be a binary 
variable used to denote the presence of the disease (breast cancer), and Xt be the nu­
trition variable (long-term average saturated fat intake). In general, Xt is a continuous 
3 
variable. If there is 110 measurement error in X t  (i.e., X t  = xt), a logistic regression 
model might be postulated. However, there is evidence that about half of the vari­
ance in observed intake data is due to measurement error (Chapter 5). The sources of 
measurement error are varied. Usually, the nutrition variable Xt is based on "24-hour 
recall" in surveys. The largest source of the measurement error is due to day-to-day 
variation in food intake. The manifest variable Xt is measured for a single day, but the 
explanatory variable xt of interest is the long-term average nutrition intake. Another 
source of measurement error is response error in the survey. The participant may forget 
something they ate, or may not correctly describe the amount of food they ate. 
Measurement error models are divided into two categories based on the properties 
of the xt's. Models with unknown fixed zt's are called functional models, while models 
with ®t's such that xt,xt, ...,«„ are iid from a distribution are called structural models. 
Carroll, Ruppert and Stefanski (1995, page 6) gave slightly different definitions for the 
two types of models. In their definition of the structural model, the xt:s are random from 
a parametric distribution, while in functional model, the xt's are either fixed or random 
from a distribution with only minimal assumptions (e.g.. nonparametric distribution). 
Both models are important. In application, the model used depends on the context of 
the problem and the purpose of study. If the wish is for inference only for the population 
composed of {xi,x2,... ,xn}, a functional model is appropriate. If we wish to extend 
in fe rence  f rom a  sample  {a j L ,  x t , . . . ,  x n }  t o  a  b igge r  popu la t ion ,  and  i f  {a s t ,  x t , . . . ,  x n }  
can be viewed as a random sample from a distribution, a structural model is more 
appropriate. The functional model is robust with respect to the distribution of z£'s 
because it does not impose any distribution assumption on the ®t's. 
The measurement error model was studied as early as the 1940 s. Wald (1940) pro­
posed an estimator for the simple linear regression model based on the division of the 
observed Xt's into two groups. Under the condition that the two group means do not 
converge to the same point and that the grouping is independent of the errors, the es-
4 
timator is consistent for /3t. However, grouping the observed X£'s is difficult. Neyman 
and Scott (1951) established that a grouping scheme based upon the orders of the ob­
servations does not lead to consistent estimation. Ware (1972) studied the case in which 
grouping is based on information such as the order in which the data were collected. 
Madansky (1959) summarized various estimators for the simple linear regression with 
an error in the variable. Fuller (1987) contains a comprehensive discussion of linear 
measurement error models. Carroll, Ruppert and Stefanski (1995) gave a thorough ex­
amination of the nonlinear measurement error model. Both the functional model and 
structural model were discussed by Fuller (1987) and Carroll, et. al. (1995). 
Measurement error models are widely studied because the maximum likelihood es­
timat o r  c o n s t r u c t e d  b y  i g n o r i n g  t h e  m e a s u r e m e n t  e r r o r  i s  g e n e r a l l y  i n c o n s i s t e n t  f o r  9 .  
We illustrate the nature of the problem with simple linear regression. Assume 
V"t ,5o + /?i~r£ e£ 
= + 
x£ xt ut 
. t = 1.2 .  , n. (1.6) 
where 
e£ 
~ N[ 
/ 0 A
 
o
 
1 
ut \ 0 0 ^ 
(1.7) 
Regressing Yt on X£, the ordinary least squares estimator of 8{ is 
-t 
~  X)(Y t  -  Y) .  h - = {É(a'--*)2} £<x- - ^  
I t=i J t=i 
(1.8) 
Assuming that the limit of the second moment of x£'s exists and is denoted by <x2, we 
explore the limit properties of 7i,„. By the Weak Law of Large Numbers (WLLN), we 
have 
n i £(Xt - X)2 = n  1  ^(rt — x ) 2 +n 1 ^ ("t — u)2 + 2n 1 ^P(x£ — x)(u£ — u) 
£=l i=l 
<T2 + <72 
t—l  t=1 
5 
and 
n  1 £(X« - X)( Vt - Y)  =  (3 in  1 ^(xt - x)2 + /3tn 1 ^(xt - x ) (u t  -  u)  
£=l t=l 
n n 
+ri~l — x)(et - ë) + n~l ^(ut - u)(et - ë) 
t=i 
t=L t=l 
where ™—>p" means "convergence in probability". It follows that 
-i 
xt - x)2 \ > ;(Xt - x)(Vt - Y) -il.™ = (£(X, X 4 £(A', : 
I t=l J t=l 
- {»- {»-' è ( X t - X ) ( Y t - Y )  } 
a ( L 9 )  
Assume the xt.x2,...,xn are iid from Af(/zr, <72), and the xt's are independent of ut's 
and et's. Then 
^ /3l<72 
/ Vt 
~ NI 
3Q +  @ x f t x  
• 
Xt \ *l + <rl 
(1.10) 
and 
£{7l.n} = ^{7l,n|X|, X2,..., X„} = ;0i- (1.11) 
•4 + <^ 
One way to describe the effect of measurement error in the univariate model is that the 
coefficient is attenuated toward zero (Figure 1.1). The multiplicative constant kxx = 
<t2/(<72 + <r2) is called the reliability ratio by Fuller (1987, page 3). 
We can construct a consistent estimator of Pi of model (1.6) by the method of 
moments when cr\ is known. Such an estimator is 
& = (L12) 
where S \  = (n — l)~l 53"=l(Xt — X) 2  is the sample variance of {Xt} and 7i-ri is defined 
by (1.8). When the sample size is small, — <r2 could be non-positive. Fuller (1987, 
page 124) suggested a modification to (1.12) to guarantee a positive value. 
6 
CM 
O 
> 
(X.Y) 
flegr. Line based on (x,Y) 
Regr. Line based on (X.Y) 
•2 0 2 1 1 
x 
Figure 1.1 Effect of measurement error on the simple linear regression. 
In contrast to knowing <t„, Fuller (1987) discusses the case in which the reliability 
ratio KXX is known. A consistent estimator of /?i is 
Â=kJx171,„. (1.13) 
A table of reliability constants for some variables in sociology and economics was given 
by Fuller (1987, page 8). 
Anderson and Rubin (1950) showed that the likelihood function for model (1.6) is 
unbounded. The likelihood function for model (1.6) can be written 
-CM-/»»p{_ELiE^|±^Z_K^zf£}. 
(1.14) 
7 
where C > 0 is a constant. There exist (/3q,/3") and (ij, xj,..., x*) such that Yt = 
fa + fox', t = 1.2,...,n. Then 
£(/)-, <re2, xl, x^,..., x^) = C[<7c2]-"/2exp . (1.15) 
It follows that attempting to maximize (1.15) results in 
L ( ( 3 ~ , a l , x \ , x 2,...,x;) -> +oo as a \  0, 
and the likelihood function is unbounded. 
However, the likelihood function is bounded if the ratio of the variance of the error 
in the equation to the variance of the error in the variable is known, i.e., p = cr\lcr\ is 
known. Fuller ( 1987. Section 1.3.3) called the maximum likelihood estimator the least 
squares estimator, which is obtained by minimizing 
n n  
5> ~~ (A) + /?ix£)]2 + ^[Xt — x(]2 (1-16) 
£=l t=l 
over (/3, X[,..., x„). Fuller (1987, Section 2.3.1) showed that the least squares esti­
mator for 0 has nice asymptotic properties (consistent and asymptotically normally 
distributed). Carroll. Ruppert and Stefanski (1995, Section 2.3.2) called this estimation 
procedure orthogonal regression because the estimator is obtained by minimizing the 
orthogonal distance between the observed values (Xt, V"£)'s and the true values (t/t,xf)'s 
when p = 1. They discussed the danger of the orthogonal regression because generally 
it is hard to estimate the variance ratio p, hence it is easy to misuse the method. 
VV*e now consider the nonlinear measurement error model. The measurement error 
model is said to be nonlinear if g is nonlinear in f3 or in the xt's. The classical nonlinear 
model with no measurement error refers the case that g is nonlinear in /3. The difference 
in definitions is due to the fact that the xt's are unknown parameters in measurement 
error models. 
Currently, there is no method to construct consistent estimators for general func­
tional nonlinear measurement error models. In the nonlinear case, the relation between 
8 
the parameter and the bias of the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator is generally 
complex. No formula like (1.12) or (1.13) is available to adjust the OLS estimator for 
bias. The likelihood function with unknown a\ is unbounded in general. The likeli­
hood function is bounded if the variance ratio p is known, but the maximum likelihood 
estimator for /3 is not consistent in the nonlinear case. 
Amemiya and Fuller (1988) studied the implicit regression model with known vari­
ance structure for the error. The model is 
/(*„/3)-0 £ = L2,...,n, (1.17) 
X t  = x t  +  e t  
where et ~ ;V/(0,cr2£) and S is known. Taylor's expansion was used to approximate 
the bias of maximum likelihood estimator. The measurement error model with known 
p is a special case of (1.17). 
There is literature for both functional and structural models where only the variance 
of the error in the variable Suu in (1.4) is known (neither p or <72 known). See for example, 
Fuller (1987, Section 2.2) and Carroll, et. al. (1995). While consistent estimators 
for general functional nonlinear models are hard to construct, there is a lot of work 
for specific models such as polynomial regression, logistic regression, etc. Wolter and 
Fuller (1982a) used the method of moments to construct a consistent estimator for the 
quadratic regression. Cheng and Schneeweiss (1998) generalized Wolter and Fuller's 
idea to any polynomial regression and named the method adjusted least squares (ALS). 
Cheng, Schneeweiss and Thamerus (2000) proposed an alteration to the method which 
a v o i d s  s i n g u l a r i t y  f o r  s m a l l  s a m p l e s .  T o  s h o w  t h e  i d e a  o f  A L S  e s t i m a t i o n ,  l e t  g ( x , ( 3 )  =  
(3q + 0ix + ...-(- (3kXk be the polynomial regression function, and let Z denote the design 
9 
matrix or regression matrix if there were no measurement error, i.e., 
Z  =  
{ 
\ 
1 Xi 
1 X2 
L x n 
\ 
(1.18) 
Then, if x  known, the OLS estimator /3 = { Z '  Z ) ~ l  Z ' Y  is the best linear unbiased 
estimator (BLUE). However, in the presence of measurement error the OLS estimator 
is 7 = (W'W)~l W'Y. where W is the regression matrix based on the observed .Yt's, 
W  =  
( 1 A't X\ ... X\  ^
i x2 x;2 ... x>-
Y n /  
(1.19) 
V 1 -Vn X\ ... 
From the previous discussion, y is inconsistent for (3. If we can find V and IV such 
that V - Z'Z 0 and W Y - Z'Y -+p 0. then 
A 
— I * / . 
P A L S  = V  W Y  (1.20) 
is a consistent estimator for /3. Details about the construction of V  and I V  will be 
discussed in Section 3.2. 
The method of corrected score functions has been studied by Stefanski (1989) and 
Nakamura (1990). The method is related to the idea of the M-estimator (Huber, 1964). 
Let 0 denote a vector of unknown parameters, excluding x£'s. For the traditional model 
(1.1) without measurement error, a p+ 1 dimensional function ^?(>£, xt, 9) is said to be 
conditionally unbiased if 
E[ i f j {Y t , x t , 9 ) \ x t , 9 }  =0, t  =  1,2,. . . . n .  
Then, the unbiased estimating equation is defined by 
n 
"-
lX>O^*t,0)=°- (1.21) 
t=I 
10 
The estimator 9 M  satisfying (1.21) is called an M-estimator. Huber (1967) showed that 
under certain regularity conditions 9 M is consistent for 8. The maximum likelihood 
estimator is a special case of the M-estimator (after adjusting for the degrees of freedom), 
where 
i>{Yt,xt,9) = A kg/(%|a„g) (1-22) 
is score function and f{Yt\xt.,9) is the density function of Y t  given x t , / 3 .  
Now, for the measurement error model, assume we can find a p + I dimensional 
function Xt,9) such that 
E[^ . (Y t ,X t , 9 ) \Y t , x t ]=^ (Y t , x t , 9 ) ,  ( = 1,2 n. (1.23) 
Then, a consistent estimator of 9 can be constructed by solving 
n 
rr153v.(V"t,xt.») = 0. (1.24) 
t = l  
If ij) is the score function defined by (1.22), the estimation procedure is called the method 
of corrected score functions. There does not always exist a satisfying (1.24). Stefanski 
(1989) derived for some common models such as the normal linear model. Poisson 
model and gamma model, and gave approximate ifr. for general models. 
Stefanski and Carroll (1987) proposed the conditional-score method for canonical 
generalized linear models (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989, p.28) which includes linear 
regression, logistic regression. Poisson loglinear regression and gamma inverse regression. 
The  bas i c  i dea  i s  t o  f ind  a  func t ion  A(X t ,Y t , 9 ) ,  which  i s  a  su f f i c i en t  s t a t i s t i c  fo r  x t  
given 9. The conditional density of Yt given A(Xt. Y't,0) is also a canonical generalized 
linear model and has the same form as the density of Yt given xt. Solving the unbiased 
estimating equation for the canonical generalized linear model gives the corrected-score 
estimator. 
In addition to methods for some special models, there are two approximate meth­
ods that may be applied to all nonlinear models: regression calibration and simulation 
11 
extrapolation (SIMEX). Both require some knowledge of the measurement error variance. 
Carroll, Ruppert and Stefanski (1995, Chapter 3) gave a good review of the regression 
calibration method, which was suggested as a general approach to the measurement error 
m o d e l  b y  C a r r o l l  a n d  S t e f a n s k i  ( 1 9 9 0 ) .  T h e  b a s i c  i d e a  i s  t o  e s t i m a t e  t h e  t r u e  v a r i a b l e  x t  
by E[xt\Xt\, then use E[xt\Xt\ to replace xt in the standard regression. Since, for the 
functional model, there is no distributional assumption for xtl E[xt\Xt} is not defined. 
However, it may be reasonable to assume z/s are from a (nonparametric or discrete) 
distribution for the functional model, so the regression calibration estimator serves as 
a good approximation for the functional model. Generally it is difficult to evaluate 
E[xt\Xt} except for some special cases such as both xt and ut normally distributed. 
In applications, a simple function of Xt, say m(-|7cm) can be used to approximate 
E [ x t \ X t l  
E[ x t \ X t ]  = m(Xt|7cm). (1.25) 
For example, a linear calibration function is m L(À't |7cm,o, 7cm,i )  = 7cm,o + 7cm,i-X't when 
Xt is univariate. VVe give the steps of the regression calibration algorithm for the linear 
model (1.6) when cr2 known by using a linear calibration function. 
1. Fit a model xt = 7cm.o + 7cm, t-Y£ for "data" (X£,x£). Since the xt's are unknown, 
consistent estimators can be constructed by the method of moments. Let 
7cm, 1 = [Sx] —  a l)  
and 
7cm,0 — (1 7 cm, 1 )X. 
where S\ — is the estimated covariance between Xt and xt. 
2. Regress Yt on m(X |7OTl,0,7cm,i) = 7cm,o + 7cm, iXt to estimate /?0,/?i. Then Â = 
(7cm,i)-15xr/5x = (5x — <72)-1Sx7i,n, where 71-n is the OLS estimator defined 
by (1.8). The estimator is the estimator based on the method of moments. 
12 
In general, a Taylor expansion can be used to find the approximate calibration function 
when the measurement error variance is small. Carroll, et ai. (1995, Chapter 3) also 
discussed expanded regression calibration models, in which not only the conditional 
mean E[x£|X£] but also the conditional variance Var[xt|Xt] is used. In the extended 
regression calibration method the conditional mean and variance are used to approximate 
the distribution of the true z/s. 
There are several disadvantages of the regression calibration method. First, the 
approximate calibration function can be a poor approximation if the measurement error 
variance is relatively big. Second, in the calibration step, the dependent variable V£ is 
not involved. Recall that because Yt = g(xt,(3) + e£, one would think that Yt could also 
provide some information about E[x£|X£] and Var[x£|Xt]. Third, the computation is 
complicated when the extended regression calibration method is used. 
Cook and Stefanski (1994) proposed the simulation extrapolation (SIMEX) estima­
tor. The idea of SIMEX is: Add additional measurement error to the original data, 
and construct an estimator using the original data and also construct estimators us­
ing data with additional measurement errors. Estimate the trend in the measurement 
error induced bias, and extrapolate the trend back to the case of no measurement er­
ror. Let X = (Xi,X2,...,Xn)' and Y = (Vi, V2,..., Yn)'. Let 7 {X.Y) be the 
naive estimator (e.g., the ordinary least squares estimator) based on the observed data 
(X. Y). Then F(A) = E[-y(X + x/Âû, V)|X, Y], the extrapolation function, is the re­
lation between the extra variance coefficient (A) and the conditional mean of the naive 
estimator, where ù = (ùt, ù2,..., ûn)' and ùt, û2,..., ûn ~ iV/(0, Suu) independent 
of (X, Y). Generally, we do not know the analytic form of the extrapolation function 
r(A). Carroll, Ruppert and Stefanski (1995) suggested a quadratic extrapolation func­
tion T(A) % 0A2 +6A+C as a good approximation in most cases. The SIMEX procedure 
can be described as the following steps: 
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1. Choose m fixed positive numbers At < A2 < ... < Am. For each A,-, 7(,) = 
E["y(X + y/Xiù, Y)\X, Y] can be estimated by Monte Carlo simulation. This is 
the simulation step. 
2. Estimate the quadratic extrapolation function by regression based on { (0,7), 
(Al,7(l)),.. •, (Am,7(m))}, where 7 = 7(X, Y). Let F(A) = ÔA2 +î>\ +c denote 
the estimated extrapolation function. 
3. Extrapolate F(-) at A = — 1 to get the SIMEX estimator P3imex = F( — 1) = 
â — b + c. This is the extrapolation step. 
From the above discussion, the SIMEX extrapolation becomes more problematic as 
the measurement error variance becomes bigger. Another disadvantage of SIMEX is 
that we do not know how to choose variance coefficients AL, A2,.... Am. Smaller A/s will 
increase the variance of SIMEX estimator, while larger Aj's will increase the bias. There 
is no general rule about how to find Aj's to achieve optimal bias and variance trade-off. 
Novick and Stefanski (2002) extended the method of the corrected score function 
via complex variable simulation extrapolation. Rather than applying the simulation 
extrapolation idea to the naive estimator, they used simulation extrapolation to estimate 
the corrected score function if>m(Yt,Xt,0) in (1.23). Recall that in the SIMEX method, 
0 < Ai < A2 < ... < AjVf are selected to estimate the bias function of the naive estimator. 
For constructing the corrected score function by simulation, a complex variable is used. 
Stefanski (1989) shows that for a function /(•) defined in the entire complex plane, under 
integrability conditions, 
E { f ( X t  +  y=Tù) |X t} = £[Re{/(X t  + x/—Fù)}|X t] (1.26) 
is an unbiased estimator of f{ x t ) .  where ù  ~ N(0,EUU) and ù  is independent of Xt. 
Then, the corrected score function is computed by Monte Carlo simulation, 
K 
V.(%,X„6) « K~l ^ Re{V(%,X, + ,&,#)},  
fc=i 
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where k is the number of simulations, ût,k ~ N/(0, £uu) and the ùtjt's are independent 
of the Xt's. A consistent estimator 0 can be obtained by solving the unbiased estimating 
equation (1.24). Novick and Stefanski (2002) show that \/n(0 — 0) is asymptotically 
normally distributed and give the sandwich formula for the asymptotic variance. The 
complex variable extrapolation solves the problems of how to choose the extrapolation 
function and how to choose the Am's. In other words, the complex variable extrapolation 
uses the true extrapolation function and the optimal Am's. In polynomial regression, the 
simulation step is not necessary because we can evaluate (1.26) analytically when /(•) 
is a polynomial. For example, 
£{ (X ,  +  / -Tù^ lX t }  =  Xf  -  *1  
is the moment estimator of x -  based on X t .  Then, the estimator of j 3  based on the 
corrected score function is exactly the estimator constructed by the method of moments. 
Not all regression models satisfy (1.26) because some model functions are not defined in 
the entire complex plane (e.g., logistic regression, Novick and Stefanski. 2002). However, 
Novick and Stefanski (2002) show, through an example of logistic regression, that the 
method may be applied to some models for which (1.26) is not satisfied. 
In this manuscript, we construct an estimator by estimating the bias of the naive 
estimator via Monte Carlo simulation. The idea of using Taylor's approximation to 
evaluate the bias of a naive estimator and to construct a less biased estimator was 
explored by Wolter and Fuller (1982b), Stefanski (1985) and Amemiya (1988). Due 
to the poor approximation of the bias by Taylor's expansion when the variance of the 
measurement is large, the Taylor bias adjusted estimator may still be seriously biased. 
Stefanski (1985) outlines without rigorous proof that the bias of the bias corrected 
estimator 0C corrected by Taylor's approximation has a convergence rate o(cr2) for small 
<r„, where £uu = In Chapter 2, we will show that the naive estimator of 0 computed 
ignoring the measurement error is consistent as a\ —> 0 and the convergence rate of the 
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bias is 0(<r„). We show that the simulation bias adjusted (SIMBA) estimator 03imba has 
bias with a convergence rate of 0(<r£) as goes to zero. Like SIMEX, the proposed 
method is a general method which can be applied to many regression models and with 
many naive estimators. In linear models with errors-in-variables, the simulation bias 
adjusted estimator is similar to the method-of-moments estimator. A simulation study 
(Section 4.2) shows that the SIMBA estimator is a little less biased than the method-of-
moments estimator for the simple linear model, although both estimators are consistent. 
See Section 2.3. 
The dissertation is arranged as following. Chapter 2 gives the theory of the simulation 
bias adjusted estimator. Chapter 3 describes the SIMBA procedure and other existing 
methods in detail. In Chapter 4, Monte Carlo simulations are conducted for four models: 
linear model, quadratic model, cosine model and logistic model, and the results for 
various methods are given. In Chapter 5, an example of the application of SIMBA 
estimation is given. Chapter 6 is the conclusion. Appendix 6 gives the theory of the 
SIMBA estimator for structural nonlinear measurement error models. 
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2 Bias Adjusted Estimators 
In this chapter, we will explore a new method for the nonlinear errors-in-variables 
model when the variance of measurement error is known. VVe call this method bias 
adjusted estimation. The basic idea is to estimate the bias for a naive estimator (e.g. 
the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator), then adjust the naive estimator by the 
estimated bias to obtain a less biased estimator. Throughout this chapter, we will let 
both xt and 3 be one-dimensional. However, the results can be extended to multi­
dimensional xt and ,3. 
This chapter is arranged as follows. In Section 2.1, we define the model of interest 
and give the lemmas used to derive the theory of the bias adjusted estimator. In section 
2.2, we develop the theory for the simulation bias adjusted estimator when the naive 
estimator is the ordinary least squares estimator. In Section 2.3, we discuss the the 
possibility of applying the bias adjusted estimation method to other naive estimators. 
2.1 Model 
Consider a sequence of random variables (Y t ,  X t ) ,  t  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n  satisfying 
Y t  = g{x t , j 3 ° )  +  e t  (2.1) 
Xt = xt + ut (2.2) 
(2.3) 
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where g(x t ,0)  is continuous and the first three partial derivatives of g(x t ,0)  with respect 
to xt and (3 are continuous for all (xt,(3), {xt} is a sequence of unknown fixed numbers, 
and {<T„n} is a sequence fixed known numbers. We will require a\n to go to zero as n —> oo 
in Section 2.2. The (3 and o\ are unknown parameters. Let Qp be the parameter space 
of (3. We assume the parameter space = R, where R is the space of real numbers. 
To simplify the notation, define the derivatives g'p (X t , (3),  g' x(X t ,[3).  g0 x{Xt,  j3), .. .such 
that, for example, 
siÀXu0) = 
~wsr\^)MS^ 
Definition 1 A series of random variables Xn is said to be bounded in probability if, 
for any c > 0, there exists a positive real number Me such that 
P{|XJ > Me} < e for all n. 
We write Xn  = Op(l). 
Definition 2 A series of random variables Xn  is said to converge to a random variable 
X in probability if V S > 0, lim P(|X„ — X| > J) = 0. VVe write X„ = X + op(l). 
n—•co 
Definition 3 A series of random variables Xn  is said to converge to a random variable 
X in probability with order b„ (bn > 0 and lim bn = 0) if for any e > 0, there exists 
n—too 
Mi > 0 such that 
P{\Xn  — X| > Me6„} < e for all n. 
We write Xn = X + 0P(£>„)• 
Lemma 1 Let {Xn : n = 1,2,...} be a sequence of random variables. Let {a„ : n > 1} 
be a sequence of fixed nonnegative numbers. 
(i) If £{|X„|} = 0(an) ,  then Xn = Op{an) .  
(ii) If Var{XJ = 0(a2n), then Xn - £{X„} = Op(an). 
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Proof. See Fuller (1995. page 219). 
Lemma 2 Let 0n  in 0 be a measurable function that minimizes an objective function 
Qn{9) on 0 almost surely. Suppose, for any q > 0, 
lim P{ inf [Qn(0) -  Qn{6°)\  > 0} = 1. (2.4) 
n-koo |S—A°|>tj 
Then Ôn  —>p 0° as n —>• oc. 
Proof. See Fuller (1995, page 253). • 
Lemma 3 Let {/„(#) : n > 1} and f(0) be real-valued functions defined on 0, {6n  € 
0 :  n > 1}, and /  is continuous at  9° € 0.  If /„  converges to /  uniformly on 0  and 6n  
converges to 9° as n —> oc, then fn(9n) —> /(5°) as ri —>• oc. 
Proof. For any e > 0, there exists N E jV such that for any n > <V, |/n(9) —/(5)| < e/2 
for all 0 6 0 because /„ converges to / uniformly on 0. By the assumption that f is 
continuous at 0° and 0n —>• 0° as n —»• oc, there exists iV2 G JV such that for any n > iV2, 
\f{0n) — /(0°)| < e/2. Then, for any n > max(iVt, vV2), 
I f n ( 0 n )  -  f ( 9 ° )  I < |/»(«n) - /(«n)| + |/(*n) " /(«°)| < C. 
The conclusion follows. B 
Lemma 4 Let {X„} be a sequence of real valued random variables with corresponding 
distribution functions (Fn(x)}, and let /(•) be a real valued function. Assume that for 
some positive integers s and iV0: 
(i) E{\Xn  — ^|2s} = a2s, where an —• 0 as n —> oo. 
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(ii) (£{|/(Xn)|2})V2 < K for some K > 0. 
(iii) There exists 5  > 0 such that /*r'(x) is continuous and bounded by /V on [ f i — S ,  f i + S \  
Proof. The conclusion can be shown by following the proof for Theorem 5.4.3 in Fuller 
A similar conclusion for random vectors Xn can also be shown (Fuller. 1995, page 
244), but we will not restate the theorem for the multivariate case. 
2.2 Bias Adjusted Ordinary Least Squares Estimation 
In Chapter 1. we showed that the ordinary least squares estimator is seriously biased 
in general. In this section, we will derive the simulation bias adjusted estimator (SIMBA) 
using the OLS estimator as the naive estimator and show that the SIMBA estimator has 
a faster convergence rate than the OLS estimator. Theorem 1 shows the weak consistency 
of the ordinary least squares estimator when the variance of the measurement error <r2n 
goes to zero as n —> oc. Theorem 3 shows that the convergence rate of the OLS estimator 
is Op(max{<r2n, n-1/2}). Theorem 2 shows that the ordinary least squares estimator is 
root-n consistent for some quantity fn, other than (3°, where l3° is the true value. The 
bias adjusted estimation estimates the bias 7„ — /3°, and then adjusts the OLS estimator 
by the estimated bias. Theorem 4 shows that the SIMBA estimator has a convergence 
for r = 1,2,..., s. 
Then, 
(2.5) 
(1995, page 244). 
rate of Op(max{cr„n, n 1/2}). 
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Assumption (ii) of Theorem 1 ensures that the parameter is identified for the model 
without measurement error. Assumption (iii) allows a Taylor's expansion of the expec­
tation of functions of g(Xt,0). Assumption (iv) ensures that terms 7\, 7\, T3 and T4 in 
(2.11) are smaller than d%(f3,0°), where dn(/3,(3°) is defined in (2.9) below. 
Theorem 1 Consider the model defined by (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). Let % be an estimator 
obtained by minimizing 
n 
Qn( ,3) = n - 1  £[V;-g(X t , l3)]2 ,  (2.6) 
t=i 
and let 7„ be the minimizer of 
n 
E{Q„(/?)} = n'1 Y. E{[V, -S(A'„/3)12}. (2.7) 
[=1 
Assume that 
(i) lim <T„n = 0 and £"{u^} = Ctt,.i<7„n, where Cu,.i is a constant not depending n. 
n—• oo 
(ii) For any rj  > 0, 
lim inf dn(f3, ,3°)=S v> 0, (2.8) 
n - K M  
where 2 
</„(/?,(3°) = |n"L ^[fir(xt,^)-g{x t , /3°)]2| . (2.9) 
(iii) There exists 8 r  > 0 and a function K(x,[3) such that 
(a) [£{|</(x + u£,/?)|4}]1/4 < K(x,[3) for all x € R and 3 € 0g. 
(b) max{|g(x,/3)|, |£r^(x,/3)|} < K(x t , (3),  V x E [x, - 8X ,  x t  + £„]. 
(c) lim {n-1 %2^LjA"(xt,/))]2} exists and is finite for every /3 € 00. 
(iv) There exists Mt,n > 0 such that, 
sup |/3-j3°|>r? |<'(/3,/3
0)(n-' ^ [ft-(z„/3)l2])"2| < C2.10) 
Then, 
(i) 7n ->p ,S° as n -> oc. 
(ii) 7n —>• /3° as n —> oc. 
(iii) 7n — 7n —>p 0 as n —)• oc. 
Proof. We will use Lemma 2 to show the consistency of 7„ for ,d°. First, applying (2.1) 
and expanding Qn{f3), we have 
n 
e„(/3) = 
i=l 
n 
= n~l ^[s(xt,/3°) -g{x t , ,3)  + g(x t , (3) -g{X t , ,3)  + e t \2  
£=l  
n 
= 4(/).^°) + r1 + r2 + r3 + r4 + n~l £ e2, (2.11) 
t=i 
where 
n 
7\ = n-1 ^ [g(x,,/?) -sr(Xt,/?)]2, 
î=l 
n 
T2  = 2n~l y^[g(xt,/?°) -ff(xt,/?)][ff(xt,/?) —g{X t , (3)],  
t=l 
n 
T3 = 2n~l y^[ff(xf,/3°) — ff(xt,/?)]et, 
<=1 
and 
T4 = 2n iy^[g(xt,/3) - g(Xt, f l) \e t .  
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YVe now show that the four terms 7\, Ti, T3 and T4 are small relative to dn(f3,0°) or 
small  relative to d^(/3,f l°) .  
We first consider 7\. Let h(u t , (3) = [g(xt,/3) — 5(.Xt,/3)]2. By assumption (iii.a), we 
have 
E{|/t(u,„3)|2} = £{[ï(i„/3) -sf-V,,/?)]4} < 16[/V(*i,W, 
and by assumption (iii.b), 
K(u t , t3)I = \[g(x t , f3)-g(X t ,{3)]g' x(X t , l3)\  < 2[k'(x t , f3)}\  Vu,€ [SX ,SX].  
Applying Lemma 4, we have 
-  [h(0,,3)}2 \  < 4[A'(art,3)]2Cu<ru n ,  
where C'u = l/5x + 1 which does not depend on (x t ,0) .  That is. 
E{[g(x t . ,3)-g(X t . /3)]2} < 4[/V(art,,5)]2Cu<run. (2.12) 
Applying assumption (iv). we have 
E I - g(X„ a)P 
I t=l 
< I[</„(/),/3°)]-2n-1 ^[A'(^,/?)]2| Cttcrun 
= 0(<7un) for any \{3 - (3°\ > rj, (2.13) 
where we use the notation r,0(<7ttn)" to indicate that a quantity with convergence rate 
<run does not depend on 3, while ™,0(<Ttin|/3)" means a quantity has a convergence rate 
of <run for a given (3. It follows by Lemma 1 that 
n 
d-2^,^ = [dn(f3^°)\-2n-1 Yll9(x<,P)-g(Xt,,3)}2 = 0p(<7un). (2.14) 
£=1 
Second, we consider Tg. By Holder's Inequality and (2.13), we have 
n 
[dn{(3,(30)]-2n~ l 'Y^{g{x t ,{30)-g(xt ,{3)][g{x t , (3)-g{Xu(3)\  
£=1 
< K(/3,a°)]-V„(/3,/30) |n-' ^ [S(z„/3)-!,(X„/3)]2| 
< {[<(/3,/3°)l-2T,}1'2 
= OAKL1)- (2.15) 
It follows by Lemma 1 that 
[dn(/3, f3°)]-2T2  = op(  1). (2.16) 
For T3, since Var{d~ l(j3,  /J0)^} = 4n~l<r2 and E{d~ l(0,  f3°)Tz} = 0, by Lemma 1, 
we have 
[dn{@,0°)]~ lTz = Op(n~1^2) .  (2.17) 
Now we consider TV The variance of d~l(,3, (3°)Ti can be evaluated as 
Var{<l0M°)r..} = 4n",<r|[<(„(3,^,)]-,53£{(Sr(i„<3)-17(X„^)l2} 
= 4n~1<72{d~2(/?,/J°)T1} 
= 0(n~l<7un) ( by (2.13) ). 
By Lemma 1 and the fact that E{T±} = 0, we have 
= 0,(n-"v; £•). (2.18) 
It follows that 
n  
0„W = [<l„(/3,^0)]{M/3,/30)][H-o,(l)]+o„(l)} + n-1^e?. (2.19) 
£= 1 
For Q n { 0 0 ) ,  we have 
<9n(/3°) = n-1 ^ T[5(xt,/3°) -s(Xt,,5°)]2 + n™1 e2 
*=1 t=l 
n  
+2n"1 5>(*t,/3°) -flr(Xt,/3°)]et. 
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By (2.12) and assumption (iii.c), we have 
n-l^£{[g(xt,/3°)-g{X t , /P)]2} < n"1 f2[K(x t ,  0°)]2O(<r l i n)  = 0(<7un). (2.21) 
£=1 £=l 
It follows by Lemma 1 that 
n 
n"1 5>(*„/J°) -g(X„/3°)l3 = 0,(<r„). (2.22) 
1=1 
By (2.21), we have 
n n 
Var{n-' 5>(x„/3°) " g(X..,<3°)]e.} = n"2 5>(*„/3°) - g(.V„/?°)]V2 = 0(n"l<r„). 
t=l £=1 
It follows that 
n 
n"1 ^[g(xt,,J0)-g(Xt,/3°)]et = 0p(»-'^/2). (2.23) 
t=l 
From (2.22) and (2.23), we have 
Qn(/30)=n"l^e?+Op( 1). (2.24) 
t=i 
Then, 
<?.(«-= [<j„(/3,/i°)]{[<i„(/3,/3Q)j[H-o,(1)1+o,(!)}-<,,(!), (2.25) 
where the uop(l)" terms are not functions of 0. Therefore, by assumption (ii), we have 
lim P( inf [ Q n ( 0 ) - Q n ( 0 ° ) } >  0) = 0. (2.26) 
n-too 1/3-0° | >ij 
Conclusion (i) follows by Lemma 2. 
Now, we prove jn —y (3° as n —y oc. We need show that for any 77 > 0, there exists Nv 
such that \'jn—(3°\ < tj for all n > Nv. By (2.13) and (2.15), for any 0 £ {0 : \0—0°\ > 7}. 
E{Q»m = 5>(*.,/3°) -g(*,,/?)]2 + n-1  £ E{[g(z„#3) - g(.Y„.d)l2} 
£=L £=1 
n 
+ 2n"1 22 E ih( x tr0°) -  g(x t ,P)\[g{xt ,P) -g{X t ,0)\}  + 0* 
t = 1 
= d\{0,0Q)[l  + o(l)] + <T \. (2.27) 
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By (2.12), we have 
E{Q„(/3°)} = E{g(x„/30)-9(X„/3°)]2}+<7,2 = o(l) +*l (2.28) 
It follows that for any 3 G {/? : \fî — 0°\ > 77} ,  
£{Q„(,tf)} - £{Q„(/30)} = dl((3,(30)[ 1 + o(l)] - o(l). (2.29) 
Then, 
inf [£{Qn(,3)> - E{[Qn((3°)}\  > inf [</2n(M°)(l - |o(l)|) - |o(l)|], (2.30) 
| /3-/3°|>tj 1/3-001 >77 
It follows that there exists such that for n > iVn, 
inf [E{Qn(0)} -  E{Qn(f3°)}} > 0. (2.31) 
| /3—0°|>T) 
By the construction of 7n, we have 
£{Qn(7n)> - E{Qn(,d0)} < 0. (2.32) 
It follows from (2.31) and (2.32) that |7„ — j3°\  < rj for any n > AT,,. Thus, conclusion 
(ii) follows. 
Conclusion (iii) follows directly from conclusions (i) and (ii). • 
The assumptions in Theorem 1 are reasonable and not difficult to verify for a given 
model. Assumption (ii) is similar to the requirement that the model be identified if 
the xt's are iid from a distribution. Assumptions (iii) and (iv) are satisfied for almost 
all well-known models. Assumption (iv) ensures that the terms Tl5 I2, T3 and T4 in 
Qn(f3) — Qn(/3°) are relatively small compared to or to dn({3,0°). Example 1 
shows that the ordinary least squares estimator for the polynomial model is consistent 
under the assumptions of Theorem 1. 
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Example 1 Consider the model defined by (2.1), (2.2) and 
' * W ( ° W « 0  W  I W  0  *  
where g(x, /3) = /?0 + Pix + • • • + f ikx k  and (3 = {flo,  /S* )'. Assume 
lim crun = 0, (2.33) 
n—too 
n 
lim n~ l  V** |xt|2fc < oo (2.34) 
n—too i=l 
and 
n 
lim n-1 z tz ' t  = A, (2.35) 
n—too *=l 
where A is is positive definite and z t  = ( 1, x t , ..., if)'. Then, the conclusions in Theorem 
1 hold. 
Proof. VVe verify the assumptions in Theorem 1. Assumption (i) in Theorem 1 is 
satisfied because of (2.33). From assumption (ii), 
n 
lim inf n~ l  V][fir(it,/3) - g(xt,/30)]2 = inf (/3 -/30)'A(/3 -  (30)  
n~*oo 1/3-/3° | >7, \l3-0°\>v 
= i7!Ami„(A) > 0. (2.36) 
where Amjn( A) is the smallest eigenvalue of A. Then, cissumption (ii) in Theorem 1 is 
satisfied. 
Let 8X  = 1. By the fact that |i-j| < 1 + |xfc| for j  = 1,2,..., k.  we have 
max{|^(i , /3) | ,  \g ' x(x,(3)\} < fc| /3 |( l  + \x k \) .  
It follows that 
max{|<7(i,/3)|, \g ' x(x,(3)\} < Ar|/3|(1 + (|i£| + l)fc) Vie [it - l,i£ + 1] 
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and 
E{ |9(i + u„/3)|4} < 1/3|-"[1 + (|x| + 11']4 if max E\u t \ '  < 1. 1<J<* 
By the assumption that u t  ~ NID(Q, <r„n) and lim <r2n = 0, there exists iVu such that 
n—too 
for any n > Nu ,  £{|ut|J"} < 1. Let K(x,0) = fc|/3|[l + (|z| + l)fc]. By (2.34), we have 
lim n 1 ^[/V(x,/3)]2 < oc for every /5 6 ©p. 
n—too t=l 
Then, assumption (iii) of Theorem I is satisfied. Since Amin( A) > 0, there exists N2 such 
that for any n > /V2, 
Amin ^«*l Èzz') ^ 2"lAmin(.4). 
Then, for any n > max( , jV2), 
t=l 
< {2-'|/9-30|2AL(A)}"' L-' £ I0I2[1 + (kl + 1)12| 
;.4)(n-'^[l + (|x| + l)']2} sup {|/9 - j30|-2|/3|2} 
I t=i J 1/3-/3° i>t, 
< %,.(. _ 
l/3 °| r
is bounded uniformly for all /3 by (2.34). Then, assumption (iv) of Theorem I is satisfied. 
The conclusions follow bv Theorem 1. •• 
Theorem 1 shows that the ordinary least squares estimator is consistent for /3° if the 
variance of the measurement error goes to zero as n —>• oo. Theorem 2 will show that 
the OLS estimator is root-n consistent for a 7„ other than /3°, where 7„ is a function of 
<72n,/3° and the xt's. VVe may represent fn by 7n(®,/3°|cr2n) to emphasize that yn is a 
function of (z,/3°). 
Theorem 2 Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Let B({3°,80)  — {,5 : 
\/3 — /3°| < <5q} be a neighborhood of /3°, where <$o is a fixed positive number. Also 
assume 
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(v) There exist 5X  > 0 and iVu > 0 such that V /3 G fî(/3°, 80) ,  
(a) E{[-§^g(x + ut,/?)]4} < /v.(x,/3°), V n > Nu ,  0 < m < 3. 
(b) max{\g{x,l3)\ , \g / x(x,(3)\ , \g / p(x,P)\ , \g '£ x(x,0)\} < K.(x t , (3°),  for all x such 
that  |x t  — x|  < 5X .  
(c) lim n~ l  £"_i[/t'.(art,/3°)]4 < oo. 
n—too 
(vi) The function an((3) converges to a continuous positive function a((3) uniformly on 
(3 G B{l3°,S0). where 
n 
a n { , 3 )  = n~l 5^[g£(xt,/?)]2 
t=i 
and 
<z(/3) = lim an(0) > 0, V G S(/3°. 50). 71—•<» 
Then, 
7,-7, = Op(n~l/2), (2.37) 
where is the minimizer of (2.7). 
Proof. Lemmas used in the proof are given after the proof of the theorem. By con­
struction, 7„ satisfies 
Q'n( 7n)=0. (2.38) 
By Theorem 1, 7„ — 7„ —>p 0 as n -> oo. Applying Taylor's expansion to Q'n(-) at 7„, 
we have 
<?'„(7n) + Q"(7n)(7n " 7n) + ~ 7n)](% ~ I n ?  =  0, (2.39) 
where G [0,1] is a function of 7^ and xt's. Since 7n —>• j3° and 7„ —>p ,3°. 7n+^-y(7n—7n) 
is consistent for (3°. Applying (2.46) in Lemma 5, we have 
Q n (  7n + Z Y ( %  ~  I N ) )  = O P {  1) for any/) G B(/3°,^0). (2.40) 
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Since 7„ is the minimizer of £{Qn ( 7 „ ) } ,  E{Q'n(7„)} = 0. Therefore, applying (2.44) of 
Lemma 5, we have 
<?'n(7n) = Op(n-1/2). (2.41) 
By (2.45) and (2.53), 
Q%7») = 24A + 0,(2.42) 
Substituting (2.40), (2.41) and (2.42) into (2.39), we have 
2a(/3°)(7n - 7») = 0p(n-l /2) + Op((5n - 7n)2)- (2.43) 
It follows that 
7n -7» = Op(n~l/2), 
and the conclusion is proven. • 
Lemma 5 By assumption (v) of Theorem 2, 
Q'n( ,3) -  E{Q'n(0)} = Op(n"1/2) uniformly in 0 for 0 6 8(/f,<W, (2.44) 
Q'^0) -  E{Q'X3)} = Op(n"1/2) uniformly in 0 for 0 € B(/30,«M, (2.45) 
and 
Q'^{0) = Op( 1) uniformly in 0 for 0 6 B(0°,^), (2.46) 
where 
71 
Q'„(,S) = -'in'1 5][y; -g(X„/3)]gi(X„/3), (2.47) 
t=l 
n 
<?;(») = 2n-' ^ (to(-V.,/3)]2 - [K - s(X„ 3)]g26(X„#))} (2.48) 
£=1 
and 
n 
C'(/3) = 2n-' £{3te(X«,/3)<(X„/3) - [V, -9(X„/3)]g5'm(X„^)}. (2.49) 
t=l 
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Proof. By assumption (vi) of Theorem 2, for any € B(/3°,Si) ,  
Var[Q'„(/?)] = Var £[V, -g(X t , f3)\g'^X t , l3)\  
n 
= 4n"2 Y, Var{[Y t  -  g(X t , f3)]g'0{X t ,  0)} 
t = i  
n  
= 4n-2^Var{[g(x£,/90)^(X£,/?)-g(Xt,^(X£,/3)+^(.V£„/3)eJ 
t=i 
< 12n-1 I n"1 £ B{[!7(x„^)9J(.V„/3)n + n"l£ E{[s(.V„/3)SJ(.V„/3)]2} 
L i=l t=t 
+ n-'^Ë{[si(.Y„/3H2}} 
<=l J 
< 12n"1 | 2n_l ^[A'.(x£, /30)]4 + n"1 ^[/V.(x£,/3°)]2<t2| 
I t=i t=i J 
= 0(n ). (2.50) 
By Lemma 1, (2.44) follows. 
Similarly, for any ,3 E B(j3°,50) ,  
V*r[Q%{3)\  = Var|-2n-l^([V£-5(X£,^)l^(X£,/?)-[^(X£,/3)]2)| 
n 
= 4n'2 Y, Var{[g(x„/3°) - <,(X„/3) + =,]g28(X„/3) - [SJ(X,./J)12} 
t=l 
n 
< L2n-J £ {E{b(x„^)95a(.Y„l3)l2} + E{[s(.V„/»j&<.Y„/J)lJ} 
t=l 
+ £{te(X„,.a)P}} +4n-2^E{[g2fl(X„/3)l2K2 
1=1 
< n-1 J 36n~l ^ [A'.(xt,/3°)]4 + 4n~r y^[A'.(xt,/3°)]2cr2| 
I £=1 £=l J 
= 0(n_l). 
By Lemma 1, (2.45) follows. 
For any /3 E B(/3°,<f0), 
wmi 
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= E -2rr' - 3g^X„/i)g5g(X„/3)) 
i=l 
< e|([S(x„.3°) -<,(X„/3) + e,]9?OT(X„« - 3gJ(X„/3)g^(X„/3))| 
" 1=1 
< 10n-1^[ft'.(x„/3°)]2 + 2n-,^[/v'.(i„i3o)]VÎ 
t=l t=l 
= 0(1). 
It follows that Q'ppptâ) = Op( 1) uniformly on B(P Q , 5 Q) .  
Lemma 6 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, if lim [3n = ,3°. then 
n—too 
TL 
lim E{Q"n{0n)} = 2 lim n~ l  T[g'0(x t ,30)}2  = 2a(f3°) > 0. (2.53) 
n—too n—too • * <=i 
Proof. For any j3 6 B(j3°,S i), by Holder's Inequality and assumption (v) in Theorem 
2, 
\E{Q':m - 2n-' £ E{te(X„/3)]2}| 
î=L 
n 
n-1 Y £{1«(*'•/3°) + e. - W 
£ = l  
< 2|n-'^E{teVX,./3)l2}| |n-'^£;{[<,(x„^)-S(X„^]2}| 
( n ^ '/2 
< 2|n-1^[A-.(xt,/30)]2| {</„(/?,/3°)+o(l)}. (2.54) 
The last inequality of (2.54) holds because, by Lemma 4 and assumption (v) of Theorem 
(2), we have 
n-'^£;{b(xt,/30)-g(Xt,/3)l2} 
£=l 
n n 
< "_ l  ^[fir(*t,/?°)-g{x t , /3)]2  + n~l ^ k'.(x t , f i°)o-u n .  (2.55) 
= ? 
t=i t=i 
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Define h t(u t)  = [g(x t  + u t , (3)\2 .  By assumption (v) in Theorem 2, we have 
E{\h t(u t)\2} = E{[g(x t  + u t ,P)}*} < [A'.(xt,/30)]4 
and for any ut € [—8X], 
and 
\h t(u t)\<[K.(xt ,(30)}2  
|/ij(u£)| = 2\g0{x t  + u t ,{3)g'0{xt  + u t ,3)\  < 2[A'.(xt, ,d°)j2. 
By Lemma (4), for (3 E B(f3°,S0) ,  
It follows that 
n. n n 
n"1 ^ E{[gp(X t , ,3)]2} -  n~ l  £>fl(x£, ,tf)]2| < ^][A'.(x£,,J°)]2}0(cr_). (2.56) 
t= l t=i (=i 
Since (3n —* 13, there exists Nf, > 0 such that for any n > Nb, 3n  E B{i3°,50) .  It follows 
that  for any n > Nb, 
n  
£{ W»)} - 2=„(/3„)| = |£WM)} - 2n-' 
t=t 
< {-i-'^|/v.(x„/3°)]2}"2{<'n(/3./50) + "(0}+O(iT.„) 
t=l 
—y 0 as n —> oo. (2.57) 
By assumption (vi) in Theorem 2 and applying Lemma 3, 
lim an{(3n)  = a{(3°).  (2.58) 
Conclusion (2.53) follows from (2.57) and (2.58). 
From Theorem 2, % — (-/„ — (3Q)  is root-n consistent for 3°.  Let f>„ = jn — f3° be the 
bias. If one could construct a bias estimator bn such that bn — bn converges faster than 
7 „  —  f3°,  a bias adjusted estimator /3 = 7n — bn  will converge to /5° faster than the OLS 
estimator 7„. Theorem 3 describes the convergence order of the OLS estimator 7„ and 
Theorem 4 outlines the bias adjusted estimator property. 
Theorem 3 Let the assumptions in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 be satisfied. Also assume 
that  for any (x, j3) 6 [z t  -  6 x ,x t  + 5 r]  x B((3°,S0) ,  
max{|^(z,/))|,|^(^,/))l} < (2-59) 
where B({3°,  So) is defined in Theorem 2. Then, 
7n - 3° = Op(max{<72n,n~l/2}). (2.60) 
Proof. By Theorem I. we know yn  —>p /3° as n — >  0 0 ,  so we can do a Taylor's expansion 
for (%(-) at 
Q'n(,3°) + Q"(/3°)(7n - ,3°) + 2-lQ';i3° + ->(7„ - /3°))(7n - /J0)2 = 0, (2.61) 
where € [0,1] is a function of 7„ and xt's. By arguments similar to those used in the 
derivation of (2.43), we have 
E{Q'n(f30)} + 2a(f3°)(% -  0°) = <,,((% - 0°)) + Op(n"l/2), (2.62) 
where a(/3°) is defined in assumption (vi) of Theorem 2. Comparing (2.62) to (2.43), 
there is an extra term E{Q'n(/30)} in (2.62) because E{Q'n(yn)} = 0 but E{Q'n(,30)} 0. 
To prove the conclusion of the theorem, we only need show 
E{Q'n(0°)} = O(aln) .  (2.63) 
Let h t{u t)  = [g{x t , ,3°) — g(x t  + u t ,3o)}g'0{x t  + u t , /3°).  By assumption (v), we have 
E{\h t(u t)\2}<4[K.(Xt,n\ (2.64) 
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W(u t) |  = \-g' x{X t ,Po)g'0(X t , (3o)  + [g(x t ,p°) -  g(X t , ,3°)]gZ x(X t , (3°)\  
< 3[/V.(xt,/30)]2, Vu, 6 [SX ,5X] (2.65) 
and 
< 5[/\.(if,/30)]2, vUteHx,y. (2.66) 
If applying (2.64), (2.65) and (2.66) to Lemma 4, there exists a constant Cj, which does 
not depend on xt's, such that 
\E{h t{u t)} -  h(0)\  < CsKÎ{x t ,3°)cr\n  for (= 1,2 ». (2.67) 
It follows that 
n E{h t(u t)} -  n l£>(0) < C sn 1  ^ k'2{x t .3°)a 
t=i i=L 
run- (2.68) 
t=l 
By the fact that h t(0) = 0, we have 
C{0Um}=O(<r2j, (2.69) 
and the conclusion is proven. 
From Theorem 3, the convergence rate of the ordinary least squares estimator 7n 
is 0(max{<r2n, n-1/2}). VVe can use the estimated xt's and % to approximate the bias 
6„.  More specifically,  we use 6n  := 7n(®, 7n|o"2„) —  7n to approximate the bias bn  = 
7n(®,/3|<T2n) — /3°, where the x is the shrinkage estimator of the vector of the x£'s. 
Theorem 4 will show that the bias adjusted estimator (3 = 7„ — bn has a convergence 
rate 0(max{a"*n, n-1^2}), which is generally faster than the convergence rate of the OLS 
estimator. 
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Theorem 4 Assume the conditions in Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 hold. Let 
7„ be the value that minimizing the expected value of Qn(P) as defined in (2.7). Also 
assume that 
(i) For any (x,/3) G [xt - S x ,x t  + £r] x B(ft°,50) ,  
<K.{x t , l30) ,  i  + j = 0,1,2,3,4,5. d
, + ]q 
(ii) There exist some Ci,Co > 0 and mo > 2 such that |/v'.(x£,/3°)| < Ci|x,|™° + G\, 
lim n-L |xt|4mo < oo, and £{|u,|J} = Cuj<7^n, j = 1,2, 4m°. 
n—>oo 
Then, 
:= 7
" - •* = 2n-n.1toK„,1g»)|« + °KJ 
(2.70) 
and 
0n - ,3° = Op(max«, n"1'2}), (2.71) 
where {3n = în — bm bn is the estimated bias 
i  n~ l m=i[9'lr(xt ,%)9'0{it ,%) + 2^(xt,7n)^/r(£t,7n)]<72rl ^ 
x t  = X + (S2X - O l /a[S£]- l /2(.V t  - -V), (2.73) 
and X and 3% are the sample mean and sample variance of the A't's, respectively. 
Proof. First, we evaluate the bias bn  = 7n — /3° up to order <7„n. By construction, 7„ is 
the minimizer of E{Qn(fi)}, so 7„ is a solution of 
E{Q'nW)} = 0, (2.74) 
where Q n { 0 )  is defined in (2.6) and Q'n{(3) is given by (2.47). Applying Taylor's expansion 
to equation (2.74), we have 
£{W)} - E{9:(/3°)}(7„- 0 ° ) =  0((7. - f } ° ) 2 h  (-2.7Ô) 
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where Q"{0) is given by (2.48). By the proof of Theorem 3, E{Q'n(00)} = 0(<r„n). By 
Theorem 1, 7„ —> 0° as n —> oo. By Lemma 6, lim E{Q"(00)} ^ 0. Then, 71—»OC 
= (276) 
By Taylor's expansion, 
t=l  
= C2.77) 
t=L i=l 
where 
S, = M,(z;..=3°)l2 + gi(xr,/?°XxK./i°) + 2-,gL(x;.f30)g^(x;,/)°) 
+y,(x;,/3°)gSk(x;,J80) -'2-ltg(x„/3°) -g(x;,/3°)M„, 
and z" = stzt + (1 — s t)X t  for some st € [0,1], t  = 1,2,. . . ,  n.  By assumption (i) and 
assumption (ii) of Theorem 4, n~l 5Z"=i £{-$?} is bounded. It follows that 
t/2 ( n \ i/2 
n~ l  23 E{S tu2 t} 
t=t 
{„-']£ £{S?}} |n-'^EK}| = 0(0- (2.78) 
Substituting (2.78) into (2.77), we have 
È{W)) = 2n'1 ^[ga(x„/30)]2 + 0(0- (2-79) 
1=1 
Now, we want to evaluate E{Q'n(00)}.  Specifically, we want to show 
+29:(x„.a°)g;,(x,.^)]^+0(O- (2.80) 
1=1 
By Taylor's expansion, 
£{<y.(j8°)} = E L-1 £[V, - g(-Y„/i0)]^(.Y„/30)| 
= ^[gL(x„/30to(^-"°) + 2gi(x„a°)g;,(x„^)lC + 2n"' £ 
1=1 1=1 
(2.81) 
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where 
+(4!r4^(r;,m^(iI,A  +  (4 !)-^%,(z;,^)^(^,/)°) 
-(4!)-^(z«,^) -g(zr,^)W^(zL^) (2.82) 
!<.-'£ E{ft?}j |"-'è£W}| =0«). (2.83) 
and x" = s tx t  + (1 — s£)À\ for some s t  6 [0,1], t  = 1,2, ...,n. By assumption (i) and 
assumption (ii) of Theorem 4, n~l 5Z™=1 E{R$} is bounded. It follows that 
, i/2 ( „ Ï 1/2 
t=t  
Substituting (2.83) into (2.82), we have (2.80). 
Then, substituting (2.76), (2.79) and (2.80) into (2.75), we have result (2.70). 
Now we show that 
bn-bn  = 0p(max{<7*n, rc~l/2<r;jn}). 
Applying Taylor's expansion to bn  and because % — 0° = 0P(cr2n), we have 
I  "_ l  YJl=AgxX{' i t^o)gf0{xu l3°) +2g' r{x t ,p0)g / t x{x t , (30)](Tln  ,  ^  /  - 4  ,  
2»-i 
We need to show that 
"-
1^[9L(i../'0to(i.^0)+2si(x.,/30X(i-./'°)] 
t= 1 
n 
= n~ l  22[g" x{x t , l3Q)g'0{x t , !3Q)+2g' x{x t , l3o)g0 x{xt ,(30)] + Op(max{<72n, n~l/Vun}) 
t=L 
(2.84) 
and 
n n 
n~ l  ^[gp{x t ,p0)}2  = n~ l  53[03(xt,/30)]2 + Op(max{<72n, n*l/2<7un>). (2.85) 
£=L i=L 
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We will only show the proof of (2.85) in detail. The formula (2.84) follows by a 
similar argument. For convenience, define 
M*t) := 
By Taylor's expansion, 
n n n 7i 
n~ l  52 M*t) = n~ l  52 52 h'2( x t)(*t—Xt)+n~ l  52 h2{x' t)(x t—x t)2 ,  (2.86) 
i=i i=i 1=1 i=i 
where x" = x t  + s t{x t  — x t)  and st 6 [0,1]. By the definition of x t ,  we have 
x,-x t  = X + [(S£ - ^)/51]"2(.Y, - X) - X, 
= — [L — (S\ — o'^)l'25^l](X( — X) — u t .  (2.87) 
By Taylor's approximation, 
where = Op{<r2n). It follows that 
xt - xt = r'n(Xt - X) + ut. 
Following directly from assumption (ii) of Theorem 4, we have 
n 
lim n"1 5] E{{Xt ~ X)2} < oo, (2.88) 71—tOO 
t=L 
lim n~ l  Y E{(X t  - X)4} < oo, (2.89) 71—tOO ' • * 
i=l  
and 
71 
lim n~ l  Y[h'2(x t)]2  < oo. (2.90) 71—tOC ' * 
£=1 
Then, 
71 
n"1 ^  h'2(x t)(Xt -X)= 0,(1) (2.91) 
t=i 
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and 
n {x t)u t  = O v(n l/2crun). (2.92) 
t=i 
It follows from (2.91) and (2.92) that 
n 
n~l 52 h'2{x t){x t  -x t)  
t = i  
n  n 
= ^{n-1 22h'2{x t){X t  - -Y)} + n~l y h'2{xt)u t  
t—i t=i 
= Op(max{<72n,n~l/2<run}). (2.93) 
By assumption (ii) of Theorem 4, 
n 
lim n~ l  Y E {[h2{x')]2} < oo. (2.94) 
n—too ' * 
t=L 
If follows from (2.89) and (2.94) that 
£ = 1 
+*-rn{"~L ^ h"(x'){Xt - X)u,} + rc"1 £ ^'(*:)u? 
£=l <=l 
= 0,(0. (2.95) 
(=1 i l
n 
Then, by (2.86), (2.93) and (2.95), (2.85) follows. Following a similar argument, we can 
show (2.84). Then, 6„ — 6„ = 0p(max{<7„n, n~l/2<7„n}). It follows that 
fin - 3° = 7n - î>n - ,3° = { %  ~  I n )  +  ( b n  ~  b n )  = Op(max{<74 n ,  n~l/2}). 
Conclusion (2.71) is proven. • 
2.3 Discussion 
In implementation of the bias adjusted estimator, we did not use b n  defined by 
(2.72). Instead, we used Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the bias and adjust the 
OLS estimator itérâtively. Chapter 3 describes the algorithm in detail. 
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Generally, it is hard to construct a bias adjusted estimator with a bias whose order 
is higher than cr*n because the order of the mean squared errors of the estimated xt's is 
no smaller than <r„n. From the construction of the estimator 7„, the bias only depends 
on the empirical CDF of the x^s (or the order statistics of the xt's). If the variance of 
the measurement error is known, one could estimate the distribution of the xt's from the 
manifest variable Xt. Such estimation is a difficult problem in general. See Stefanski and 
Carroll (1990), and Diggle and Hail (1993) for kernel estimation; Cordy and Thomas 
(1997) for normal mixture estimation; and Cong Chen (1999) for Spline estimation. 
The estimator /3n only depends on some "average" (e.g., n~l E{g'a(Xt,0)}). If 
the regression function g is smooth enough, the estimator will heavily depend on the 
first few moments of the ays. In our Monte Carlo experiment, we estimate the xt's 
by matching the first two moments (i.e., the first two moments of the estimated z/s, 
are consistent estimators of the first two moments of the true xt's.). For the model 
with normal equation errors, one step of projecting the Xe's onto the estimated curve 
or surface and matching the first two moments is also used to get a better estimate of 
Xt's. For linear models, bias adjusted estimation gives a consistent estimator. 
Now, we allow x t  and to be multi-dimensional. Let 7n = 7n (X ,Y )  be the OLS 
e stimator computed by minimizing (2.6), and let Qn{(3\x) = £{7n(X, Y)\x,(3} be the 
expec t a t i on  o f  t he  OLS es t ima to r ,  whe re  x  = (a j t , a j 2 , . .  . ,  a : n ) ' ,  X  =  (Xi ,  X2, . . . .  X n ) '  
and Y = (V't, >2,..., Yn)'. In fact, the simulation bias adjusted estimator j3simba is the 
solution to the equation 
f i s i m b a  * f n  I ®  )  f t s i m b a l  (2.96) 
computed by iterative methods, where x = (®L, ..., ii)z. It follows that /3simba is 
the solution to the equation 
7n = G n C f i s i m b a  ! « ) "  (2.97) 
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For the simple linear model (1.6), the expectation function for /3t is 
G n , l ( P l \x)  = £{7n,l(*,y)|«, /3} 
I 1 E:=i(-vt - x)2 
— -*0[(A) + 0lXt) — (A 
x,x,/î| zjgj 
_ r f nr=l(-^t  X)[(f3p Pl t /3p t 0ix)] 1 1 
i zr=l(.^--v)2 I  
rf ELt[(xt- j)2 + (jt -g)K- a)}0i a \  
X E"=J(;rt _i)2 +2(xt -x)(u, -û) + (ut- û)2] ' J 
— 
an(«C )/3l, (2.98) 
where 
""
(z) = £ {rri 25r"25_ + Sj252 
and S2, 52 and 5ru are the sample variance of the xf's, the sample variance of the u t ' s  
and the sample covariance of the xt's and ut's. If ut, ug,..., un are i.i.d. from a normal 
distribution iV(0,o-2). the conditional distribution of S~2Sxu is iV(0, [(n — l)52]_lcr2), 
which only depends on S2. Therefore, the quantity an(x) is only a function of (Sj,<r2). 
Assume that the limit of the second moment of the xt's exists and is denoted by <r2. 
Then, 
plim Sf = plim(5^ — <r2) = <r2. 
It follows that 
plim an(i) = lim an(x) = 1 1 + <7"2<T2 
if the orders of the limit and expectation are exchangeable. By (2.97) and (2.98), the 
SIMBA estimator for fli is 
fîsimba,l ~ [an(®)] "7n,l • 
Then, 03imba,i is consistent for /3t because 
plim 3,imbari = (1 +<rx ol) —2 _2\ 
*1 + <T* 
/?t = /?!• 
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A simulation study in Section 4.2 shows that the SIMBA estimator for the simple 
linear model (1.6) is close to the method-of-moments estimator, but less biased than the 
method-of-moments estimator. 
In Section 2.2, we studied the properties of the bias adjusted ordinary least squares 
estimator. However, the bias adjusted estimator can be applied to any naive estimator. 
For example, an M-estimator (Huber, 1964) can also be used as a naive estimator. In 
the simulation studies for quadratic and cosine regressions (Section 4.1 and 4.3), the 
empirical weighted least squares estimator (Section 3.5) is used as a naive estimator. 
In the simulation studies for logistic regression (Section 4.4), the maximum likelihood 
estimator computed by ignoring the measurement error is used as a naive estimator. 
In Appendix 6, we show that the SIMBA estimator has the same properties for the 
structural model as the SIMBA estimator for the functional model. 
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3 Estimation Procedures 
By the theorems of Chapter 2, the SIMBA estimator for f3 is less biased than the 
OLS estimator. There are also two well-known general methods used to construct less 
biased estimators for (3: simulation-extrapolation (SIMEX) and regression calibration. 
When the model function g is polynomial, a consistent estimator called (error-)adjusted 
least squares (ALS) can be constructed for y9. 
In this chapter, the SIMEX estimator, regression calibration estimator, ALS esti­
mator and SIMBA estimator are described in detail. The Monte Carlo simulations 
conducted in the next chapter will use the procedures to compare the effectiveness of 
the procedures. Also, variance estimation for the simulation bias adjusted estimator will 
also be discussed. 
3.1 Simulation Extrapolation (SIMEX) Estimation 
The SIMEX estimator was proposed by Cook and Stefanski (1994). The procedure 
begins with a simple estimator such as OLS, and then purposefully increases the amount 
of measurement error in the sample. As additional measurement error is added, a curvi­
linear relationship between the parameter estimates and the amount of measurement 
error should be apparent. This relationship is then extrapolated back to the point of no 
measurement error to arrive at the SIMEX estimator. The asymptotic properties of the 
SIMEX estimator are discussed in Carroll, et al. (1996). 
The algorithm for SIMEX is as follows: 
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(i) Compute a naive estimator 6naiue of 0 given the data (Xt, %). To emphasize 
that Onaive is a function of (Xt, V'£), we may write Bnaive = Ânaù,e(X, Y), where 
natvc 
(ii) For A = Al5 A2,.. -, Am, iVa samples are generated by the rule 
( X {r j )  \  ( X t \  f—l \  
I I = I + \Am I , * = 1, 2 ,  ...,n;j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ;V„ 
\ } \ r, ) v 0 / 
where u\m'^  ~ N (0, Suu). In this case, Am is a multiple of the amount of ad­
ditional measurement error relative to the original sample. The variance of the 
measurement error for the m-th sample is ( 1 + Am)Euu, where 0 = A0 < At < A2 < 
• • - < X\[. For the case of univariate XT, we use <r2 instead of Xuu to denote the 
variance of the measurement error. 
(iii) The naive estimator 0^ = 0n a ,ue(X*m'J\ K'm,J') is computed for each sam­
ple (X(mJ),Y(mJ)), where X(mJ) = (X(lm"'), X.^"0..... X^)' and = 
(v;(m-J).v-(m-J),....v;(m-j))'. Let ë { m )  = <v3-1 ^ 1V, 
(iv) Per the suggestion of Cook and Stefanski, we use a quadratic function 
ÇQ(A, F) = aX2  + 6A + c 
as our extrapolation function. This gives a system of equations 
Act = B. (3.1) 
where 
0 0 1 
A? Ai 1 
Ot o-i ap+L 
ot — 6t 62 ... 6P+1 and B = A = 
Ai Am 1 
Ci Cj Cp+l 
0 my 
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Solving the system of equations (3.1), we have 
CL = (A'A)-LA'B. 
(v) Evaluating the estimated extrapolation function at A = —1, we have the SIMEX 
estimator: 
Kimex = (L-l, l)â. (3.2) 
The SIMEX procedure provides a natural variance estimation method for the esti­
mator of 6. For each A, a sample variance of the estimators based on the simulated 
samples can be computed. Then, the variance estimator for Baimex can also obtained by 
extrapolation. An alternative method is bootstrap estimation. See Carroll, et al. ( 1995, 
Section 4.3.5) for variance estimation. 
3.2 Adjusted Least Squares (ALS) Estimation 
The polynomial model is an important class of regression models, where the model 
function g is given by 
g{x,(3) = 0o + 0\x + . . .  + 0 kx k  (3.3) 
In this case, Fuller (1987, page 212), and Cheng and Schneeweiss (1998) proposed a 
consistent estimator: the ALS estimator. Here, the ALS estimator we use is the uM-4" 
estimator in Cheng, Schneeweiss, and Thamerus (2000), which is intended to account 
for a non-positive definite estimated covariance matrix. 
The model defined by (2.1, 2.2, 2.3) and (3.3) can be transformed to a multiple linear 
measurement error model: 
= 00 + 0\Z^ + 02 z t^ + + Pk*t ^ e t> 
z! j )  = j = 1,2, ...,&, (3.4) 
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where et is the error in equation, z[ l \z^\  ... + are k new-defined latent variables, 
Z[X \ Z\2\... + Z\k^ are the corresponding manifest variables, and are the corre­
sponding errors in the variables for model (3.4). The relation between the true variable 
in the old model and the true variables in the new model is 
-0) _ r J  ;  —  i 9 / .  
In order to estimate the parameter /3 for model (3.4), we need to compute the new 
manifest variables Zj^'s. The method of moments can be used to derive a formula for 
Z { t i h  s.  
To do this, note that 
Xt = (xt + u t) r  = ^2 xtut 3-• r = 1,2,.... k. 
and 
EW} = È = È 
j= 0 V/ j  — Q \JJ 
where mr_j = E{u^} is the (r — j) t h  moment of u t .  It follows that 
E{X/} 
E { X f }  
E{%n 
;=0 
t C)m2-,z!jl j=o 
£ (,'W-A1 j=0 
1 0 0 0 1 
m i (l)m0 0 0 z£ ( 1 )  
m 2 (Dm i  ©m° " 0 -(2) 
_ rnk g)mt_2 • • ©m0 . --i" . 
(3.5) 
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Let X t  = (1, X } , X f , .. .,XfY, z t  = (l,zt(l),zt(2),... + ztW)', m = (l,ml,m2,... ,mfc)' 
and 
M 
1 
m i 
m2 
0 
(i>o 
(!)mi 
0 
0 
(:)mo 
0 
0 
0 
(r)mO . m k  (2)m f c_2  • 
Then, (3.5) can be written as 
E{X£} = m + Mz t .  
It follows that 
z£  = M-l(E{X t} -  m) = E{M-'(X t  - m)}. 
Then, one version of Zt is 
Z t  = M" l(X f  — m). 
The corresponding error S t  = Z t  — Zt has mean zero and non-constant variance. 
The OLS estimator for model (3.4) is 
PoU = MzzMZY , (3.6) 
where Mzz — n~ l  I3"=t and MZY = n_1 ZtYt- The estimator (3.6) is 
not consistent for /3 because Mzz is not consistent for Mzz = n~l ztz't. Let 
W = E{Mzz} — Mzz be the bias. Since Mzz be a matrix of polynomials of the Xt's 
and Mzz be a matrix of polynomials of the z£'s, the bias W is a matrix of polynomials 
of the x£'s. As in (3.5), for every 1 < j < 2k, there is a polynomial function of X£, 
which is an unbiased estimator of xj. For example, Xj — a2 is unbiased for x\ and 
X? — 6Xfcr2  + 3<t£ is unbiased for xA t .  Therefore, an unbiased estimator of the bias W 
can be constructed, say Then, a consistent estimator of (3 is 
Pais — {Mzz — W) MZY- (3-7) 
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Let 
MYY MYZ \  
A = I and B = 
X 
0 0' 
0 w \F ZY M ZZ 
where MYY = N~L  5Z"_L Y?.  Then, A — B is an unbiased estimator of the mean squares 
n~l $3"=l(Vt, Z't)(Yt, Z't)'. For small sample, A — B might be non-positive definite 
(NPD). In this case, a small modification is used. The modified ALS estimator is 
Ku = (Mzz - aW)-lMzY, (3.8) 
where 
a = 
I — (fc + 1 )/n if Ami„ > I + 1 In 
Am in(n — k — 1 )/(n + 1) otherwise 
and Am;n is the smallest positive root of 
|A — AJ3| = 0. 
Another way to construct a consistent estimator is to estimate the biases Wi = 
E{A/A'A'} — Mjcz and bt = E{XT} — xt directly instead of using the transformed linear 
model (3.4), where Mxx = n-1XtX't and Mxx = n~l 5Z"=1 xtx[. Similar to 
the construction of W", W*2 and 6t can be constructed such that E-fiV^} = W*2 and 
E{6T} = bt. Then, the bias adjusted least squares estimator (without small sample 
modification) is 
FCU = (Mxx ~ W 2)~\MXY - M i Y),  (3.9) 
where MXY = n~ l  53"= i X tY~t and M-b Y  = n-1 btYt. The two estimators in (3.7) 
and in (3.9) are exactly the same estimator in different forms, so we use the same 
notation. Again, we can also consider the small sample modification. Let 
MYY MYX .  
A. 2 = I I and fla = 
M XY Mxx 
0 0' 
0 w2 
a = 
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The modified ALS estimator is 
PaU,2 = (Mxx — aV2)~ l(MxY — MjK), 
where 
1 — (fc + 1)/r if Am,n > 1 + 1/n 
Am in ,2(n -  k -  l)/(n + 1) otherwise 
and Amin,2 is the smallest root of 
| A-2 — AB2| = 0. 
The two modified ALS estimators jial3 and /3oZd>2 are slightly different, but have the 
same large sample properties. In our simulation studies, whenever we mention the ALS 
estimator, we refer to the modified ALS estimator in (3.8). 
The method of the corrected score functions gives the same estimator (3.9). In the 
method of the corrected score functions, unbiased estimators of MIX and the z/s can 
be constructed directly by extrapolation via complex variable (Chapter I). 
3.3 Simulation Bias Adjusted (SIMBA) Estimation 
The simulation bias adjusted estimation is a general method which can be applied 
to any initial estimator, which we call the naive estimator. The procedure is composed 
of the following steps. 
(i) Compute the naive estimator 0na,-uc = Ànatuc(X, Y) of 0 given the data (X£, Y t),  
" (0) 
where 0 ,  X  and Y  are defined in Section 3.1. Let 0  =  0 n a ive{ X ,  Y )  be the 
initial estimator. 
(ii) Create a set of x-values so that the first two moments are nearly unbiased estima­
tors of the first two population moments of the xt's. Possible values are 
x t  =  X  +  S^2[Sxx]"l/2(Xt - X ) ,  (3.10) 
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where 
S ; X X  =  (n -1)-1 £(Xt -  X ) ( X t  - x y ,  
t = l  
S I E  — S  XX "^UUI 
1 if At > 1 + (ru + 1 )/n 
At — (ru + l)/n otherwise, 
ru is the rank of Suu and At is the smallest root of 
a = * 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
S2y SXY 
*YX -3 XX 
-A 
0 0 
0 £tt1 
= 0. 
) Depending on the iteration, the estimated as-values are either unchanged or they 
are projected onto the curve defined by the most recent estimate of (3. Only one 
projection is performed. In our simulation, the projection is done after the second 
bias correction step. 
Set the initial value of i  to be 1, and = x t .  Do 
(a) If : ^  3, x\ i ]  =i|'_1). 
If i  = 3 and the model is defined by (1.2) and (1.3), then 
i. Project (Xt, Y t) onto the curve defined by y = l>) to get x t .  
That is, x t  is the x that minimizes 
+ (X, - *)'S-1(X„ - «). 
ii. Standardize the i£'s to obtain 
x [ l )  =  X  +  [ ± x x } l / 2 [ S i £ \ - l < 2 { x t  -  x ) ,  
where SXx is the sample variance of it's, X is the mean of Xt's and 
is the estimated variance of xt's defined by (3.11). 
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(b) Use Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the bias of the naive estimate. Let 
Ns denote the number of simulation samples. In our simulation, we choose 
iVs = 1,000. For j = 1,2,..., iV5, 
i. Generate the j t h  sample assuming that the parameter is 0^ \ For exam­
ple, for the model defined by (1.2) and (1.3), the sample is generated 
by 
Y t l i J )  e(M) t  
+ 
X V J )  ii'-" 
.  t = 1.2. ,n, 
where 
' eM " 
~  N I D  I  
0 
u[iJ) \ 0 0 suu 
ii. Compute the naive estimator Ônaj„c(X^'-'', Y"*1--^). 
Then, the estimated bias in 0naive at step i  is 
d { i )  = ;Vfl 53 è n a i v e {x ( i - j \  r(,'-j)) -
7=1 
(c) The bias adjusted estimator at the i t h  step is 
9 { i )  = 0n a i v e-d,W. 
(d) Let td. be a fixed positive iteration error threshold. If ||Euu||-l||0* * —6 '|| > 
ta, then set i = i + 1 and go to step (iii.a). Otherwise, let I = i and go to 
step (iv). 
(iv) The simulation bias adjusted estimator is 
0simba =  ^
Currently, we do not have a convenient variance estimation method for the simulation 
bias adjusted estimators. We use the parametric bootstrap to estimate the variance 
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of the SIMBA estimator. The procedure is outlined here. Let 0s,-m6a be the SIMBA 
estimator. Generate Nv samples from the model assuming the true parameters are the 
estimates z/s and 9aimba- For example, for the model defined by (1.2) and (1.3), we 
generate 
V U )  
t  9 { * { t j ) , P s i m b a )  
+ 
'  e ?  '  
x|" u[j) 
j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Nv; t = 1, 2 ,  n, 
where 
' e? ' 
~  N I D  I 0 ^e,3imba ® 
u [ j )  I 0 0 Euu 
Then, one can compute the SIMBA estimator for each of the Nu samples, denoted by 
;U) 
variance of the 0^6a 
03 imbai J = 1,2,..., Nu .  Then a reasonable variance estimator for 0itm6a is the sample 
's: 
= (.v„ -1)-1 
j=i 
x(.) _ _ . (_,) 
where 03 i m b a  is is the sample mean of the d3tm6a's. Also, the parametric bootstrap 
» (j) 
confidence interval can be constructed based on the 0a,mja's. 
3.4 Regression Calibration Estimation 
Regression calibration was proposed as a general method for the measurement error 
model by Carroll & Stefanski (1990). Here, we follow the linear calibration procedure 
provided by Carroll, et. al. (1995, Section 3.4.2) but we introduce a small sample 
modification to ensure that the matrix Exr in (3.11) will be positive definite. 
If the variance of the measurement error Euu is known, the linear calibration function 
is 
x t  = X. + ÊCTS,Ylx(Xt - X.), (3.13) 
where Sxx is the sample variance of the Xt's and Exx is given by (3.11). 
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Sometimes the variance of the measurement error SUU is unknown, but repeated 
measures are available to estimate SUU- Suppose there are k repeated measures for each 
xt, say Xt,i,. •., Xt,k- Then, the linear calibration function is of the form (3.13) with 
Xt. replacing Xt, X.. replacing X., and SUU replaced by 
ELiEti { X i i - X i X X y - X i . ) '  
n(k-l)k 
Then, the regression calibration estimator /3rc is obtained by doing the general regres­
sion for the udata" (xt,Yt). For the model defined by (1.2) and ( 1.3), /3rc is computed 
b y  m i n i m i z i n g  ( 1 . 5 )  w i t h  x t  r e p l a c i n g  x t .  
As to estimating the the variance Var{j3 r c},  Carroll, et al. ( 1996, Section 3.12.2) gave 
asymptotic formulae for the case of generalized linear models (e.g., logistic regression). 
In general, the bootstrap is a choice. 
3.5 Naive Estimation 
The performance of both SIMEX and SIMBA depends on the naive estimation pro­
cedure, so the naive estimator is also important. A general naive estimator is the es­
timator assuming the same parametric model but ignoring the error in variables. For 
example, For the model defined by (1.2) and (1.3), the ordinary least squares estima­
tor, which is obtained by regressing Yt on Xt to fit the model g(X.Y), could be a 
naive estimator. The OLS estimator is the same as the likelihood estimator adjusted 
for degrees-of-freedom. Specifically, the ordinary least squares estimator for the model 
defined by (1.2) and (1.3), is 0o/a = (/301J,0-20,3)', where j3ols is obtained by minimizing 
n  
n-lY,[Yt-9(Xt,(3)}2. (3.14) 
t—i 
The estimator of a2 is 
a-Lfc = -9(X,Â,„)12, (3.15) 
t= l  
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where p  is the dimension of y3. 
The variance of Y t  — g(X t , /3) is not constant due to the measurement error. If good 
estimators of the variances can be obtained, then a better naive estimator 0wia could 
be computed by the weighted least squares estimator. We can find an estimator of 
the variance of Yt — g(Xt,(3) for the model defined by (1.2) and (1.3) using Taylor's 
expansion. The variance of Yt — g(Xt,(3) can be approximated by 
Var{Yi —  g ( X  t ,  ( 3 ) }  %  a \  +  g ' x ( x t ,  ( 3 ) X u u [ g ' x { x t ,  0 ) \ T .  (3.16) 
If the ordinary least squares estimator is available, a less biased estimator of a\ than 
» 1 
«lois IS 
n  
^e,improved = *lol, ~ ^ gx(x t^ols)'Euu[g'x{X t ,  ^ ols)}T .  
t= 1 
where x t  is given by (3.10). Then, an estimator of the variance of Y t  — g(X t ,P) is 
V-{V, -  g(X„$)) = 
The weights for the generalized least squares estimator can be constructed as wt = 
where 
w
"t = {Kim Proved+9U*t,0o ia)Eu u[g , x{x t , j3o l s)}T}-1 .  
The corresponding empirical weighted least squares (WLS) estimator is èwis = (j3wls, • 
where /3wl3 is obtained by minimizing 
n-lY,wt[yt-9{Xt,(3)]2 (3.17) 
t=L 
and à2e wls is 
n  
= (" ~ P)~ln 53 wÂYt ~ 9(Xt,PwU)}2- (3.18) 
t=i 
An alternative estimator for is 
n  n 
= (n - P)~ ln 53 wt\Yt ~ 9(Xt,Pwis)? - 5Z Wt[9(xt,(3w(s)}2<rl- (3-19) 
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Generally, à\wls is more biased than à2wla2, but has smaller variance. Both SIMEX 
and SIMBA can be used to adjust for the bias of the naive estimator of CT\. The naive 
estimator of a\ does not have an effect on the SIMEX estimator of /3. The estimator 
does have an effect on the SIMBA estimator of /3 because of the projection step (iii.a) 
in the SIMBA procedure in Section 3.3. In the simulation study, we will use (3.18) as 
the weighted least squares estimator for a\. 
In the simulation study, both the ordinary least squares estimator and the empirical 
weighted least squares estimator are used as the naive estimator. 
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4 Monte Carlo Study 
In Chapter 2, we showed that the bias adjusted estimator based on a naive estimator 
is less biased than the naive estimator. In this chapter, we will investigate the properties 
of the simulation bias adjusted estimator using Monte Carlo methods. Four models are 
considered in the simulations: linear model, quadratic model, cosine model and logistic 
regression. The simulation extrapolation estimator, the regression calibration estimator 
and the simulation bias adjusted estimator will be compared. 
4.1 Quadratic Model 
We use the quadratic model to compare the performance of four estimation pro­
cedures: naive estimation, adjusted least squares, simulation extrapolation and bias 
adjusted estimation. Two naive estimators are considered: the ordinary least squares 
(OLS) estimator and the empirical weighted least squares (WLS) estimator. The OLS 
estimator j3ola is obtained by minimizing (3.14) and o[s is defined in (3.15). The WLS 
estimator (3wU is the minimizer of (3.17) and cr\<wls is defined in (3.18). The simulation 
extrapolation estimators based on the two naive estimators are named SIMEX-I and 
SIMEX-II respectively, and the simulation bias adjusted estimators based on the OLS 
and WLS estimators are named S 1MB A-1 and SIMBA-II respectively. As mentioned in 
Chapter 1, the method of corrected score function is the same as the method of moments 
for the quadratic model. Since the ALS estimator defined in Section 3.2 is better than 
the method-of-moments estimator (Cheng, Schneeweiss and Thamerus, 2000), we do not 
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present results for the method of corrected score function. 
The quadratic model we considered is 
Y t  = g{x t ,  /3) + e t ,  (4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where (3 = (/30 ,  f l i) '  and 
g{x,(3) = fa+PiX2 .  
Model (4.1, 4.2, 4.3) is a nonlinear measurement error model because </(•) is a non­
linear function of the xf's and the xt's are unknown parameters. In the simulations, we 
choose /3 = (0,1)' and study different settings for the zt's and for a2. 
4.1.1 The Adjusted Least Squares Estimator for the Quadratic Model 
For the quadratic model (4.1, 4.2, 4.3), the ALS estimation procedure can be simpli­
fied. Let Amin be the smallest positive root of the equation 
det( A — A B) = 0, (4-4) 
where 
A = 
n-1 ELi y? n~ l  ELt Y t  n-1 ELi Vi(Xt2 - o*) 
^ i 
^n-iEv;(x,2-o n-1 ux? - °l) ) 
(4.5) 
and 
B = 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
V 0 n-' £(4Xfe> -  2<tJ) )  
(4.6) 
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Define 
(n — 2)/n if Amin > 1 + 1/n 
a = (4.7) 
A m i n ( n  — 2)/(n + 1) if Amin  < 1 + l/n-
The a in (4.7) is suggested by Cheng, et al. (2000), and is a continuous function of Am; 
because 
lim a — lim a = .  
Fuller (1987, page 172) gives a different a. Then, the ALS estimators of /3 and a\ are 
- * * -^ X2 - <r2 A'"» - (2 + 4a)<r2X2 + ( I + 2a)at J \ X2Y -  a2 uY 
and 
= a"'[V2 - (f. -V2V - <72f)3„„], 
where the "over-line" stands for the sample mean. For example, X2Y = n 1  X(2Vj.  
4.1.2 Simulation Results 
In the simulation studies, the error variances er2 and <r2 are equal. Results are given 
for <r2 = 0.04, 0.09 and 0.16 in Table 4.1. The sample size is 50 for Table 4.1 and the 
true z-values are asymmetrically arranged with 
(18® - 1.0,14® -0.5,10@0.0,6@0.5,2@1.2), 
where the @ symbol is read, for example, '18 at -1.0", etc. The mean of the x£'s is -0.392. 
In Table 4.1, the ratios of cr2 to mxx are 0.1077, 0.2423 and 0.4308 for <r2 = 0.04, 0.09 
and 0.16, respectively, where mxx is 
n  
m x x  = (n — l)~l — z)2 = 0.3714. 
t=i 
The set of z-values was chosen to differ considerably from a sample from a normal dis­
tribution, on the presumption that our method of estimating the z-values will work best 
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for the xt's that are normally distributed. The reason is that the cumulative distribution 
function of the shrinkage estimator of the zt's (the zt's given by (3.10)) is consistent for 
the cumulative normal distribution if the xt's are generated from a normal distribution. 
Table 4.1 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of quadratic 
model (2,000 simulations, sample size = 50, mxx = 0.3714). 
Procedure 
Parameter and Property 
mean 
A> 
s.d. MSE mean 
0i 
s.d. MSE mean s.d. 
OLS 
ALS 
SIM EX-1 
S 1MB A-1 
WLS 
SIM EX-II 
SIMBA-II 
0.1182 
-0.0081 
0.0144 
-0.0006 
0.0845 
0.0046 
-0.0044 
0.0534 
0.0791 
0.0780 
0.0778 
0.0557 
0.0880 
0.0695 
0.0168 
0.0063 
0.0063 
0.0060 
0.0102 
0.0078 
0.0049 
0.7188 
1.0216 
0.9635 
1.0029 
0.7789 
0.9867 
1.0100 
09*20 
1663 
1580 
1657 
1000 
1804 
1514 
0.0875 
0.0281 
0.0263 
0.0275 
0.0589 
0.0327 
0.0230 
0.1000 
0.0383 
0.0486 
0.0402 
0.0882 
0.0443 
0.0406 
0207 
0259 
0278 
0271 
02-24 
0-282 
0230 
OLS 
ALS 
SIMEX-I 
SIMBA-I 
WLS 
SIMEX-fl 
SIMBA-II 
0.2066 
-0.0169 
0.0688 
0.0204 
0.1771 
0.0336 
0.0086 
0.0706 
0.1446 
0.1183 
0.1307 
0.0764 
0.1216 
0.V235 
0.0477 
0.021-2 
0.0187 
0.0175 
0.0372 
0.0159 
0.0153 
0.5189 
1.0574 
0.8394 
0.9756 
0.5669 
0.9086 
0.9993 
1060 
.3248 
.2-297 
.2902 
.1188 
.2454 
.2810 
0.24*26 
0.1088 
0.0786 
0.0848 
0.2017 
0.0686 
0.0789 
0.1919 
0.0854 
0.1258 
0.0942 
0.1850 
0.1137 
0.0934 
0387 
0541 
0521 
0575 
0404 
0556 
0541 
OLS 
ALS 
SIMEX-I 
SIMBA-I 
WLS 
SIMEX-II 
SIMBA-II 
0.2766 
-0.0338 
0.1368 
0.0556 
0.2583 
0.1008 
0.0407 
0.0872 
0.2205 
0.1464 
0.1788 
0.0939 
0.1607 
0.1832 
0.0841 
0.0498 
0.0401 
0.0351 
0.0755 
0.0360 
0.0352 
0.3604 
1.0992 
0.6706 
0.9134 
0.3863 
0.7320 
0.9447 
.1062 
.4801 
.25*26 
.40*20 
.1187 
.2842 
.4206 
0.4203 
0.2403 
0.17-23 
0.1691 
0.3907 
0.1526 
0.1799 
0.29*29 
0.1525 
0.230*2 
0.1706 
0.2906 
0.2218 
0.1694 
0557 
0869 
0733 
0944 
0568 
0791 
0923 
The means, standard deviations and mean squared errors of seven estimators are 
shown in Table 4.1. The ALS estimation procedure is given by Section 4.1.1. For the 
simulation extrapolation procedure, we chose Na = 1,000, M = 2 and (At, A2) = (0.5, 
1). The Am's are a nearly optimal choice based on several trials. Simulation studies show 
that Na  = 1,000 eliminates enough of the simulation variabili ty so that increasing Na  
does not improve the SIMEX estimators significantly. For bias adjusted estimation, we 
chose the number of simulations for bias N, — 1,000 and the convergence error threshold 
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td = 0.0001, where ej is defined in Section 3.3. 
In all cases, the ordinary least squares estimator is seriously biased. For the sample 
size of 50 and error variance of 0.04, the bias in the OLS estimator for /3q is positive 
and the magnitude of the bias is more than two times the standard deviation of the 
estimator. The bias for (31 is negative and the magnitude of the bias is approximately 
three standard deviations of the estimator. As the error variance goes up, the bias of 
the OLS estimator becomes more severe. For sample size 50 and error variance 0.16, the 
bias for the OLS estimator of (31 is more than five times the standard deviation of the 
estimator. 
Table 4.2 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of quadratic 
model (10,000 simulations, sample size = 50, m x x  = 0.3714, a\ 
= 0.01). 
Parameter and Property 
Procedure 00 
mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. MSE 
OLS 0.0391 0.0142 0.0017 0.9072 0.0290 0.0095 
WLS 0.0209 0.0136 0.0006 0.9416 0.0285 0.0042 
The weighted least squares estimators are a little bit less biased than the OLS esti­
mator. For sample size 50 and error variance 0.04, the WLS estimator is approximately 
30% less biased for @o and is approximately 20% less biased for /3t than the OLS estima­
tor. However, for sample size 50 and error variance 0.16, the bias of the WLS estimator 
for /?i is only about 5% less than that of OLS. The empirical weighted least squares 
estimation is less effective in reducing estimation bias for bigger error variances partially 
because of poor estimation of the weights by Taylor approximation for bigger <x„. An 
unanticipated result is that the weighted least squares estimators have bigger variance 
than the OLS estimators in all cases. A small simulation was conducted to investigate 
the phenomenon. Table 4.2 shows the results for sample size 50 and error variance 0.01. 
For error variance 0.01, the WLS estimators for both /?o and (3\ have smaller (absolute) 
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bias and variance than the OLS estimators. From the simulation, it seems that the 
phenomenon that the WLS estimators have bigger variance than the OLS estimators 
for bigger error variances, is due to the poor estimation for the weights by Taylor's 
approximation. 
The other five estimators are much less biased than the OLS and WLS estimators, but 
the OLS estimator has the smallest variance. The correction for bias in other methods 
comes at the cost of increased variance. Carroll, et al. (1995, Section 2.4) discuss the 
phenomenon that correcting the bias results in more variance, and the trade-off between 
the bias and the variance. In almost all cases, the SIMBA-II estimator is one of the 
least biased estimators for both (3q and (3\. For sample size 50 and error variance 0.04, 
the SIMBA-I estimator and SIMBA-II estimator are essentially unbiased, and the ALS 
estimator is almost unbiased. For both /3q and {31, the SIMEX-I estimator has the biggest 
absolute bias among the corrected estimators besides. SIMEX-I and SIMEX-II slightly 
under-adjust in that the biases are of the same sign as the bias of OLS/WLS, while 
ALS, SIMBA-I and SIMBA-II over-adjust in that the bias has a sign opposite of that of 
OLS/WLS. The SIMBA-I estimators for both @o and (3\ have smaller absolute bias, but 
have bigger variance than the SIMBA-II estimators. For both fio and ,£?i, SIMBA-II has 
the smallest mean squared errors among all estimators for error variance 0.04. 
For the sample size of 50 and error variance of 0.09 and 0.16, the SIMBA-II estimators 
for (3i do not have the smallest mean squared error because biases are generally small but 
the variances of the SIMBA-II estimators are relatively big such that most of the mean 
squared errors is due to the variance. The SIMEX estimators for l3i have the smallest 
mean squared errors because they have small variances. For /3q, in the case of sample size 
50 and error variance 0.09, the SIMBA-II estimator has the smallest bias and smallest 
mean squared errors among till estimators, and the ALS estimator has the largest mean 
squared errors among all bias corrected estimators. For (3q, in the case of sample size 50 
and error variance 0.16, ALS has the smallest bias, and SIMBA-I and SIMBA-II have 
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Table 4.3 Relative bias and relative MSE for estimators of quadratic model 
(2,000 simulations, sample size = 50, m x x  = 0.3714). 
Prn/*on 11 PA Bias -i- s.d.{ OLS } MSE -r- MSE { SIMBA-I } rroceuutc 
<x2=0.04 a2 =0.09 A
 
II p
 
o
 
er2=0.04 A
 
II o
 §
 
<r2=0.16 
OLS 2.2144 2.9266 3.1722 2.7812 2.7271 2.3983 
ALS -0.1513 -0.2389 -0.3879 1.0452 1.2117 1.4187 
SIMEX-I 0.2698 0.9740 1.5684 1.0393 1.0713 1.1442 
00 SIMBA-I -0.0112 0.2891 0.6376 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS 1.5837 2.5082 2.9620 1.6937 2.1271 2.1535 
SIMEX-II 0.0856 0.4765 1.1563 1.2826 0.9100 1.0264 
SIMBA-II -0.0824 0.1219 0.4663 0.8024 0.8771 1.0041 
OLS -3.0573 -4.5383 -6.0203 3.1870 2.8604 2.4856 
ALS 0.2349 0.5419 0.9337 1.0235 1.2828 1.4210 
SIMEX-I -0.3968 -1.5148 -3.1008 0.9574 0.9261 1.0189 
01 SIMBA-I 0.0319 -0.2300 -0.8151 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS -2.4039 -4.0861 -5.7765 2.1439 2.3777 2.3103 
SIMEX-II -0.1448 -0.8619 -2.5226 1.1921 0.8084 0.9024 
SIMBA-II 0.1089 -0.0065 -0.5210 0.8380 0.9306 1.0640 
the smallest mean squared errors. It seems that correcting the bias when the variance of 
measurement error is big pays a high price in the variance of the estimator. For 0i, the 
SIMBA-II estimators have smaller bias and smaller variance than the ALS estimator for 
all <T„'S. Using the entries in Table 4.1, Table 4.3 shows the relative bias and the relative 
mean squared errors for sample size 50. 
For sample size 50 and error variance 0.04, one unanticipated result is that the sample 
variances of the SIMEX-II estimators for both 0q and 0i are approximately 25% more 
that those of the SIMEX-I estimators. 
The Monte Carlo results for <72 call for additional explanation. As expected, due to 
the large bias in the OLS regression coefficients, the OLS estimates for a2 are greatly in­
flated. The ALS, SIMBA-I and SIMBA-II all are reasonable estimators of a\. The ALS 
estimator slightly underestimates, but the SIMBA-I and SIMBA-II estimators slightly 
overestimate. The SIMEX estimators are large overestimates. The quadratic extrapo­
lation curve is not a good function for <r\. 
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Table 4.4 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of quadratic 
model (2,000 simulations, sample size = 100, m x x  = 0.3676). 
Parameter and Property 
*2 Procedure do /3i 0 r2 e 
mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. 
OLS 0.1238 0.0372 0.0167 0.7077 0.0658 0.0898 0.1000 0.0148 
ALS -0.0051 0.0596 0.0036 1.0130 0.1287 0.0167 0.0382 0.0200 
SIMEX-I 0.0178 0.0545 0.0033 0.9563 0.1131 0.0147 0.0489 0.0191 
0.04 SIMBA-I 0.0041 0.0552 0.0031 0.9928 0.1195 0.0143 0.0402 0.0199 
WLS 0.0880 0.0388 0.0092 0.7713 0.0718 0.0574 0.0885 0.0155 
SIMEX-II 0.0055 0.0504 0.0026 0.9846 0.1098 0.0123 0.0436 0.0180 
SIMBA-II -0.0016 0.0488 0.0024 1.0037 0.1092 0.0119 0.0401 0.0167 
OLS 0.2109 0.0509 0.0471 0.5064 0.0726 0.2489 0.1911 0.0264 
ALS -0.0171 0.1176 0.0141 1.0410 0.2501 0.0642 0.0839 0.0460 
SIMEX-I 0.0711 0.0828 0.0119 0.8267 0.1548 0.0540 0.1258 0.0361 
0.09 SIMBA-I 0.0274 0.0895 0.0088 0.9501 0.1911 0.0390 0.0946 0.0433 
WLS 0.1799 0.0554 0.0354 0.5563 0.0826 0.2037 0.1841 0.0276 
SIMEX-II 0.0331 0.0864 0.0086 0.9006 0.1690 0.0385 0.1125 0.0391 
SIMBA-II 0.0133 0.0861 0.0076 0.9780 0.1884 0.0360 0.0931 0.0404 
OLS 0.2771 0.0641 0.0809 0.3568 0.0741 0.4191 0.2916 0.0406 
ALS -0.0561 0.2061 0.0456 1.1316 0.4437 0.2142 0.1390 0.0797 
SIMEX-I 0.1345 0.1046 0.0290 0.6716 0.1758 0.1388 0.2277 0.0523 
0.16 SIMBA-I 0.0596 0.1257 0.0193 0.8961 0.2711 0.0843 0.1698 0.0721 
WLS 0.2583 0.0690 0.0715 0.3835 0.0829 0.3870 0.2889 0.0414 
SIMEX-II 0.0975 0.1143 0.0226 0.7342 0.1959 0.1090 0.2190 0.0560 
SIMBA-II 0.0450 0.1268 0.0181 0.9257 0.2772 0.0824 0.1683 0.0701 
Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 contain Monte Carlo results for the sample size 100 analogous 
to those of Table 4.1 and Table 4.3. The set of 100 z-values used to generate the samples 
have the same distribution as for samples of size 50. Thus, the z-values are 
(360 - 1.0,28# - 0.5,20 (§0.0,12 @0.5,4 (§1.2). 
The mean squares of the 100 z-values is m x x  = 0.3676, and the ratios of to m x x  are 
0.1088, 0.2448 and 0.4353 for cr2 = 0.04, 0.09 and 0.16, respectively. 
For error variance 0.04 and 0.09, the standard deviations of all estimators for sample 
size 100 are approximately the standard deviations for samples size 50 divided by the 
square root of two. The standard deviations for OLS are the smallest and those of ALS 
are the largest. For error variance 0.16, the ALS estimator has a very large standard 
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Table 4.5 Relative bias and relative MSE for estimators of quadratic model 
(2,000 simulations, sample size = 100, m x x  = 0.3676). 
Bias 4- s.d.{OLS} MSE -r MSE{SIMBA-I} 
<r2=0.04 <72=0.09 <r-=0.16 cr2=0.04 a
 
11 0
 
s
 
a
 
II 0
 
o>
 
OLS 3.3304 4.1401 4.3266 5.4579 5.3666 4.1819 
ALS -0.1379 -0.3352 -0.8758 1.1697 1.6109 2.3588 
SIMEX-I 0.4796 1.3968 2.0991 1.0737 1.3596 1.4998 
A) SIMBA-I 0.1106 0.5374 0.9300 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS 2.3672 3.5324 4.0327 3.0210 4.0412 3.6946 
SIMEX-II 0.1467 0.6492 1.5229 0.8386 0.9764 1.1677 
SIMBA-II -0.0424 0.2602 0.7027 0.7804 0.8658 0.9356 
OLS -4.4421 -6.7980 -8.6782 6.2665 6.3771 4.9714 
ALS 0.1974 0.5643 1.7753 1.1674 1.6451 2.5408 
SIMEX-I -0.6646 -2.3873 -4.4316 1.0265 1.3835 1.6462 
fa SIMBA-I -0.1088 -0.6878 -1.4025 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS -3.4753 -6.1114 -8.3191 4.0105 5.2196 4.5901 
SIMEX-II -0.2335 -1.3695 -3.5868 0.8579 0.9853 1.2934 
SIMBA-II 0.0567 -0.3031 -1.0026 0.8338 0.9217 0.9769 
deviation which is due to a few very large estimates. It is possible to avoid very large 
estimates by choosing a different a in (3.8), but we did not explore such an adjustment 
further. 
The biases for samples of size 100 are very similar to those for samples of size 50. For 
error variance 0.09 and 0.16, the biases of all estimators are significantly different from 
zero. For both sample size 50 and sample size 100, the means of the ALS estimators 
for (3q and 0i are significantly different from the true values. The ALS estimators are 
not unbiased although they are consistent. For error variance 0.09, for ,St. the (-tests 
for the ALS estimators are 7.90 and 4.52 for sample size 50 and for sample size 100, 
respectively. For sample size 100, only the SIMBA-II estimators for error variance 0.04 
are not significantly different from the true values. The other estimators are significantly 
biased. For example, for error variance 0.09, for j3\, the (-statistics for the SIMEX-I 
estimators are 3.76 and 11.68 for sample size 50 and for sample size 100, respectively. 
Table 4.4 shows that the ALS estimator has the largest variance among all estima-
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Table 4.6 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of quadratic 
model (2,000 simulations, sample size = 200, m x x  = 0.3658). 
Parameter and Property 
*2 Procedure 00 A 0 .2 c 
mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. 
OLS 0.1264 0.0260 0.0166 0.7030 0.0459 0.0903 0.1000 0.0104 
ALS -0.0021 0.0423 0.0018 1.0064 0.0905 0.0082 0.0389 0.0148 
SIMEX-I 0.0194 0.0378 0.0018 0.9538 0.0781 0.0082 0.0491 0.0136 
0.04 SIMBA-I 0.0063 0.0381 0.0015 0.9890 0.0821 0.0069 0.0404 0.0145 
WLS 0.0894 0.0269 0.0087 0.7686 0.0501 0.0561 0.0886 0.0108 
SIMEX-II 0.0057 0.0348 0.0012 0.9850 0.0762 0.0060 0.0433 0.0127 
SIMBA-II -0.0003 0.0338 0.0011 1.0018 0.0756 0.0057 0.0400 0.0120 
OLS 0.2142 0.0358 0.0472 0.5019 0.0531 0.2509 0.1910 0.0188 
ALS -0.0115 0.0901 0.0082 1.0298 0.1943 0.0386 0.0856 0.0358 
SIMEX-I 0.0733 0.0591 0.0089 0.8248 0.1135 0.0436 0.1261 0.0255 
0.09 SIMBA-I 0.0310 0.0634 0.0050 0.9444 0.1376 0.0220 0.0955 0.0315 
WLS 0.1831 0.0389 0.0350 0.5518 0.0597 0.2044 0.1843 0.0196 
SIMEX-II 0.0346 0.0608 0.0049 0.8994 0.1211 0.0248 0.1130 0.0274 
SIMBA-II 0.0172 0.0602 0.0039 0.9714 0.1335 0.0186 0.0941 0.0290 
OLS 0.2819 0.0439 0.0814 0.3485 0.0522 0.4271 0.2929 0.0279 
ALS -0.0420 0.1695 0.0305 1.0930 0.3570 0.1361 0.1453 0.0670 
SIMEX-I 0.1403 0.0732 0.0250 0.6590 0.1231 0.1314 0.2305 0.0360 
0.16 SIMBA-I 0.0686 0.0873 0.0123 0.8721 0.1847 0.0505 0.1767 0.0508 
WLS 0.2629 0.0471 0.0713 0.3754 0.0581 0.3935 0.2905 0.0284 
SIMEX-II 0.1029 0.0794 0.0169 0.7224 0.1364 0.0957 0.2226 0.0383 
SIMBA-II 0.0532 0.0869 0.0104 0.9029 0.1866 0.0443 0.1744 0.0492 
tors, while SIMBA-II has the smallest bias and smallest mean squared errors among all 
estimators. For sample size 100 and cr„ = 0.16, for /?i, the SIMBA-II is approximately 
32% more efficient than the SIMEX-II estimator and 68% more efficient than SIMEX-I 
estimator. 
Another important result from Table 4.4, is that for both /30 and /?i, SIMEX-II is 
better than SIMEX-I, and SIMBA-II is better than SIMBA-I in both bias and mean 
squared errors of the estimator for all error variances. 
The simulations for sample size 200 and three variances of measurement error (<r^ 
= 0.04, 0.09 and 0.16) were also conducted, and Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 show the 
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Table 4.7 Relative bias and relative MSE for estimators of quadratic model 
(2,000 simulations, sample size = 200, m x x  = 0.3714). 
Bias -t- s.d.{OLS} MSE 4- MSE{SIMBA-I} 
0-2=0.04 a
 
ii o
 
s
 
a
 
II ©
 
i—
 
o>
 
<7*=0.04 a
 
II o
 
s
 
a
 
II o
 
O) 
OLS 4.8621 5.9792 6.4282 11.1534 9.4718 6.6068 
ALS -0.0811 -0.3220 -0.9570 1.2038 1.6558 2.4736 
SIMEX-I 0.7464 2.0467 3.1989 1.2117 1.7810 2.0319 
00 SIMBA-I 0.2416 0.8667 1.5642 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS 3.4408 5.1113 5.9943 5.8435 7.0375 5.7891 
SIMEX-II 0.2207 0.9656 2.3459 0.8360 0.9826 1.3713 
SIMBA-II -0.0133 0.4797 1.2122 0.7652 0.7860 0.8420 
OLS -6.4752 -9.3791 -12.4841 13.1591 11.3880 8.4635 
ALS 0.1390 0.5614 1.7820 1.2003 1.7537 2.6962 
SIMEX-I -1.0065 -3.2994 -6.5347 1.1996 1.9785 2.6044 
,3i SIMBA-I -0.2405 -1.0467 -2.4510 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS -5.0452 -8.4388 -11.9693 8.1682 9.2772 7.7972 
SIMEX-II -0.3275 -1.8942 -5.3203 0.8788 1.1245 1.8960 
SIMBA-II 0.0392 -0.5386 -1.8614 0.8328 0.8455 0.8772 
simulation results. The 200 x t 's  are 
(72# - 1.0,56# - 0.5,40#0.0.24#0.5,S#1.2). 
The mean squares of the 200 x-values is m x x  = 0.3658, and the ratios of cr\ to m x x  are 
0.1094, 0.2461 and 0.4374 for = 0.04, 0.09 and 0.16, respectively. The advantage 
of the bias adjusted estimators is more apparent for sample size 200. For example, for 
/?i, for <r„ = 0.16 and sample size 200, the SIMBA-II estimator is approximately 197% 
Table 4.8 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of quadratic 
model (2,000 simulations, sample size = 200, <r„ = = 0.09, 
mxx = 0.3714). 
Procedure 
Parameter and Property 
@0 
mean s.d. MSE 
A 
mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. 
SIMBA-I(np) 
SIMBA-II(np) 
SIMBA-I(p) 
SIMBA-II(p) 
0.0750 0.0571 0.0089 
0.0542 0.0540 0.0059 
0.0310 0.0634 0.0050 
0.0172 0.0602 0.0039 
0.8585 0.1184 0.0340 
0.8989 0.1141 0.0232 
0.9444 0.1376 0.0220 
0.9714 0.1335 0.0186 
0.1050 0.0293 
0.1045 0.0263 
0.0955 0.0315 
0.0941 0.0290 
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Figure 4.1 Bias for the corrected estimators of /3t. 
more efficient than the SIMEX-I estimator and 116% more efficient that the SIMEX-
II estimator, while for for <r„ = 0.16 and sample size of 100, the SIMBA-II estimator 
is approximately 68% more efficient than of the SIMEX-I estimator and 32% more 
efficient than the SIMEX-II estimator. For sample size 200, the efficiency of the bias 
adjusted estimator relative to the SIMEX estimator goes up as the variance of the 
measurement error increases. For example, for er„ = 0.04, 0.09 and 0.16, the SIMBA-
II estimators are approximately 5%, 33% and 116% more efficient than the SIMEX-II 
estimators, respectively. Figure 4.1 shows biases of various corrected estimators for 0i. 
The SIMBA-II and the ALS estimators have the smallest bias. For cr£ = 0.16, for /?i, the 
ALS estimator has smaller bias than the SIMBA-II estimator. This is reasonable because 
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Figure 4.2 Mean squared errors for the corrected estimators of /3t. 
the ALS estimator is consistent (Fuller, 1987, Section 3.1.5). Figure 4.2 shows MS Es of 
various corrected estimators for (3i versus the standard deviation of the measurement 
error. 
One final point of discussion is the projection of the X's conducted between the sec­
ond and third bias correction. Since there is a curve relating x and y, we would expect 
better results from a method that incorporates this relational information (projection) 
than from one which does not (standardization). The output from simulations (Table 
4.8) shows that the bias adjusted estimates with projection are better than those without 
projection, where USIMBA-I(np)" and "SIMBA-II(np)" are the SIMBA-I and SIMBA-II 
estimators without projection, and 'SIMBA-I(p)" and "SIMBA-II(p)" are the SIMBA-I 
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and SIMBA-II estimators with one step of projection. However, if too many projec­
tion steps were done, the estimator for /3 would fail to converge because the maximum 
likelihood estimator for (3 does not exist. 
4.1.3 Variance Estimation 
In Section 3.3, we discussed the use of the parametric bootstrap to estimate the 
variance of the SIMBA estimator for (3. A Monte Carlo study was conducted of variance 
estimation for the quadratic model for simple size 50, and <x„ = 0.04, 0.09 and 0.16. In 
the simulation, we choose Nv = 50, where Nu was defined in Section 3.3. Table 4.9 shows 
properties of (-statistics for <7U = 0.04, 0.09 and 0.16, respectively. For a\ = 0.04, the 
bootstrap variances for the SIMBA-II estimators of both ,30 and fli are under-estimated. 
Hence, the rejection probabilities are 0.07 and 0.08, respectively, which are bigger than 
0.05. For cr\ = 0.09, the bootstrap variance for (3Q is slightly under-estimated and the 
variance for /?i is slightly over-estimated. The rejection probabilities for /30 and fli are 
0.066 and 0.078, respectively. 
Table 4.9 Properties of Estimated Variance of SIMBA-II for Quadratic 
Model (1000 samples of size 50), = 0.16 
Statistics 
Properties 
Standard 
Mean Deviation P{|<| > 1.96 } 
0.04 
V{(30} -  MCV{J3o} 
V{fii} - MCV0 l} 
to 
t i  
0.918 0.473 
0.983 0.911 
0.143 1.084 0.071 
-0.256 1.140 0.082 
0.09 
VW - MCV{0o} 
to 
t i  
0.973 0.466 
1.064 0.875 
0.110 1.036 0.066 
-0.251 1.086 0.078 
0.16 
V0o} 4- MCV0o} 
V0i} - MCVfa} 
to 
h 
0.844 0.449 
1.008 1.311 
0.360 1.134 0.023 
2.352 0.601 0.104 
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For o-' = 0.16, the variance estimator for the SIMBA-II estimator for (3q is about 
15% under-estimated, and the variance estimator for the SIMBA-II estimator for /3, 
is a little bit over-estimated. The large rejection probability 0.104 for (3i is due to the 
biasedness of the estimator of /3V. The standard deviation of the t L values is 0.601, which 
is much smaller than 1.0. The small standard deviation of the <i values is because the 
strong correlation between the estimate and the variance estimate 1/{/3i}. From the 
simulation results, the correlation between /?i and \V{01}]1''2 is 0.82. Figure 4.3 shows 
a scatter plot of ,3i v.s. the square root of for error variance 0.16. 
Point Estimate 
Figure 4.3 Scatter plot of /9i v.s. [Vr{/?i}]1'/2 f°r quadratic model with sam­
ple size 50 and error variance 0.16. 
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4.2 Linear Model 
In Section 2.3, we showed that the SIMBA estimator for the linear model is consistent. 
In this section, we compare the performance of the method-of-moments estimator and 
the simulation bias adjusted estimator for the linear model. 
Table 4.10 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of sim­
ple linear model (2,000 simulations, sample size = 50, mra = 
0.3714). 
Procedure 
Parameter and Property 
00 
mean s.d. MSE 
0i 
mean s.d. MSE 
0.04 
OLS 
MME 
SIMBA 
-0.0376 0.0457 0.0035 
0.0010 0.0501 0.0025 
-0.0004 0.0501 0.0025 
0.9046 0.0585 0.0125 
1.0032 0.0712 0.0051 
0.9996 0.0708 0.0050 
0.09 
OLS 
MME 
SIMBA 
-0.0750 0.0612 0.0094 
0.0043 0.0746 0.0056 
0.0017 0.0742 0.0055 
0.8093 0.0791 0.0426 
1.0112 0.1192 0.0143 
1.0047 0.1186 0.0141 
0.16 
OLS 
MME 
SIMBA 
-0.1164 0.0794 0.0199 
0.0097 0.1079 0.0117 
0.0061 0.1074 0.0116 
0.7014 0.0944 0.0981 
1.0216 0.1797 0.0328 
1.0127 0.1787 0.0321 
VVe consider the simple linear model defined by (4.1, 4.2, 4.3), where 
g(x t,/3) = 13° + 0ix t. 
The true value for the parameter /3 = (/3o,/?i)' = (0,1)'. The same set of x t 's for the 
quadratic model with sample size 50 is used. 
The OLS estimator (3ola is computed by regressing Yt on ( 1,X t ) .  The method-of-
moments estimator (MME) for /3 can be computed by 
Â.mrn* = [*l}-l[S2X}kola 
and 
@0,mme ~ ^  *^l trara!i 
where is the scalar case of the Srx given by (3.11). 
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Table 4.10 shows the simulation results for — 0.04, 0.09 and 0.16. From Table 
4.10, we see that both the SIMBA estimators and the method-of-moments estimators 
correct most of the bias in the OLS estimators, and the SIMBA estimators are less biased 
than the method-of-moments estimators. 
4.3 Cosine Model 
To investigate the performance of the simulation bias adjusted estimator for an al­
ternative model, we consider the cosine model model (4.1, 4.2, 4.3) with 
g(x,/3) = p0s\a{u!x t) + 3\ cos(wx£), 
where u? = O.ott and a\ is known. The true value for the parameter f3 = (,50, /?[)' is 
(0,1)'. 
Table 4.11 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of the co-
sine model (2,000 simulations, sample size — 50, mxx = 0.3714). 
Parameter and Property 
Procedure ft> A * 
mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. 
OLS -0.0322 0.0580 0.0044 0.9104 0.0524 0.0108 0.0929 0.0194 
SIMEX-I -0.0017 0.0674 0.0045 0.9963 0.0673 0.0045 0.0419 0.0218 
0.04 SIMBA-I 0.0001 0.0664 0.0044 0.9981 0.0661 0.0044 0.0403 0.0213 WLS -0.0197 0.0588 0.0038 0.9302 0.0554 0.0079 0.0831 0.0207 
SIMEX-II -0.0064 0.0738 0.0055 0.9961 0.0908 0.0083 0.0458 0.0201 
SIMBA-II 0.0013 0.0652 0.0042 1.0005 0.0651 0.0042 0.0420 0.0187 
OLS -0.0594 0.0838 0.0105 0.8222 0.0803 0.0381 0.1945 0.0400 
SIMEX-I -0.0084 0.1093 0.0120 0.9828 0.1229 0.0154 0.0998 0.0505 
0.09 SIMBA-I -0.0004 0.1087 0.0118 0.9926 0.1195 0.0143 0.0903 0.0499 WLS -0.0395 0.0881 0.0093 0.8492 0.0859 0.0301 0.1813 0.0430 
SIMEX-II -0.0140 0.1305 0.0172 0.9885 0.1369 0.0189 0.0989 0.0539 
SIMBA-II -0.0002 0.1093 0.0120 1.0020 0.1177 0.0138 0.0917 0.0451 
OLS -0.0836 0.1061 0.0182 0.7221 0.1012 0.0875 0.3207 0.0660 
SIMEX-I -0.0341 0.1566 0.0257 0.9493 0.1744 0.0330 0.1894 0.0846 
0.16 SIMBA-I -0.0045 0.1576 0.0249 0.9652 0.1679 0.0294 0.1653 0.0873 WLS -0.0602 0.1127 0.0163 0.7523 0.1101 0.0735 0.3068 0.0686 
SIMEX-II -0.0353 0.1585 0.0264 0.9515 0.1850 0.0366 0.1891 0.0924 
SIMBA-II -0.0027 0.1597 0.0255 0.9793 0.1697 0.0292 0.1663 0.0822 
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Table 4.12 Relative bias and relative MSE for estimators of of cosine model 
(2,000 simulations, sample size = 50, mxx = 0.3714). 
Procedure Bias 0-2=0.04 
4- s.d.{OLS} 
<7-2=0.09 <7„=0.16 
MSE 4-
0-2=0.04 
MSE{SIMBA-I> 
0-2=0.09 0-2=0.16 
OLS -0.5556 -0.7088 -0.7881 •0.9992 0.8923 0.7341 
SIMEX-I -0.0295 -0.1008 -0.3211 1.0291 1.0167 1.0336 
00 SIMBA-I 0.0017 -0.0052 -0.0425 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS -0.3401 -0.4717 -0.5675 0.8717 0.7893 0.6568 
SIMEX-II -0.1096 -0.1673 -0.3331 1.2440 1.4579 1.0613 
SIMBA-II 0.0215 -0.0027 -0.0257 0.9630 1.0119 1.0270 
OLS -1.7103 -2.2128 -2.7466 2.4690 2.6563 2.9756 
SIMEX-I -0.0713 -0.2140 -0.5009 1.0403 1.0755 1.1226 
SIMBA-I -0.0359 -0.0916 -0.3440 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS -1.3309 -1.8769 -2.4483 1.8173 2.1018 2.5001 
SIMEX-II -0.0736 -0.1432 -0.4794 1.8908 1.3175 1.2439 
SIMBA-II 0.0093 0.0244 -0.2047 0.9695 0.9665 0.9946 
Table 4.11 shows the simulation results for sample size 50 and a\ — = 0.04, 0.09 
and 0.16. The same set of zt's used for the quadratic model with sample size 50 is 
used. Again, the SIM EX and SIMBA estimators based on two naive estimators OLS 
and WLS are computed. The results for the cosine model are similar to those of the 
quadratic model, but the advantages of the bias adjusted estimators are less dramatic. 
For /3|, the SIMBA-II estimators have the smallest bias and mean squared errors for 
all error variances, and the SIMBA-I estimator is the second best in terms of bias and 
mean squared errors. The two SIMBA estimators are not very different. For /?0, the 
WLS estimators alway have the smallest mean squared errors. The SIMBA-I estimator 
for 0o has the smallest bias for error variance 0.04, but the SIMBA-II estimators have 
the smallest biases for error variance 0.16 and 0.19. SIMEX-I outperforms SIMEX-II in 
mean squared errors for all error variances for both ,3q and 0\. We conjecture that the 
ineffectiveness of the SIMEX-II estimators is because the true extrapolation function for 
the OLS estimator is closer to the quadratic function than that for the WLS estimator. 
For both 0q and /3t and for all error variances, SIMBA-I and SIMBA-II outperform or 
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Table 4.13 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of the co-
sine model (2,000 simulations, sample size = 100, mxx = 0.3676). 
Parameter and Property 
Procedure 00 0i 
mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. MSE mean s.d. 
OLS -0.0322 0.0421 0.0028 0.9092 0.0391 0.0098 0.0927 0.0141 
SIMEX-I -0.0007 0.0489 0.0024 0.9977 0.0507 0.0026 0.0417 0.0162 
0.04 SIMBA-I 0.0007 0.0482 0.0023 0.9989 0.0496 0.0025 0.0403 0.0159 WLS -0.0199 0.0428 0.0022 0.9290 0.0401 0.0067 0.0831 0.0145 
SIMEX-II -0.0050 0.0485 0.0024 0.9957 0.0484 0.0024 0.0449 0.0139 
SIMBA-II 0.0022 0.0472 0.0022 0.9982 0.0465 0.0022 0.0417 0.0136 
OLS -0.0616 0.0588 0.0073 0.8195 0.0549 0.0356 0.1948 0.0287 
SIMEX-I -0.0113 0.0769 0.0060 0.9823 0.0844 0.0074 0.1004 0.0348 
0.09 SIMBA-I -0.0045 0.0754 0.0057 0.9886 0.0804 0.0066 0.0926 0.0356 WLS -0.0424 0.0601 0.0054 0.8465 0.0577 0.0269 0.1823 0.0301 
SIMEX-II -0.0181 0.0749 0.0059 0.9854 0.0810 0.0068 0.0996 0.0344 
SIMBA-II -0.0030 0.0743 0.0055 0.9984 0.0775 0.0060 0.0922 0.0325 
OLS -0.0830 0.0736 0.0123 0.7185 0.0692 0.0840 0.3217 0.0471 
SIMEX-I -0.0330 0.1060 0.0123 0.9418 0.1186 0.0175 0.1929 0.0600 
0.16 SIMBA-I -0.0068 0.1065 0.0114 0.9548 0.1136 0.0149 0.1726 0.0636 WLS -0.0602 0.0778 0.0097 0.7504 0.0756 0.0680 0.3081 0.0484 
SIMEX-II -0.0309 0.1065 0.0123 0.9474 0.1216 0.0175 0.1908 0.0621 
SIMBA-II -0.0020 0.1082 0.0117 0.9721 0.1145 0.0139 0.1706 0.0596 
are comparable to SIMEX-I and SIMEX-II. Summarizing the results in Table 4.11, Table 
4.12 shows the bias relative to the standard deviation of the OLS estimator, and the 
MSE relative to that of the SIMBA-I estimator. 
Results for simulations for sample size 100 are shown in Table 4.13 and Table 4.14. 
As expected, the standard deviations of the estimates based on sample size of 100 are 
approximately the standard deviations of the estimates based on sample size of 50 di­
vided by \/2. For 0o, sample size 100, and for all error variances, the WLS estimators 
have the smallest mean squared errors, and the bias corrected estimation methods work 
almost equally well. For /?i, the SIMBA-II estimator performs best among all estimators 
in terms of the mean squared errors. For error variance 0.04 and 0.09, for both 0q and f3u 
the SIMBA-II estimators have smaller standard deviations than the SIMBA-I estima­
tors, and the SIMEX-II estimators have smaller standard deviations than the SIMEX-I 
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Table 4.14 Relative bias and relative MSE for estimators of of cosine model 
(2,000 simulations, sample size = 100, mxx = 0.3676). 
Bias -f- s.d.{OLS} MSE 4- MSE{SIMBA-I} 
°
 
o
 
II "
b 3 
0-2=0.09 0-2=0.16 o-2=0.04 <=0.09 o-2=0.16 
OLS -0.7638 -1.0474 -1.1274 1.2096 1.2736 1.0801 
SIMEX-I -0.0162 -0.1913 -0.4481 1.0293 1.0607 1.0816 
/?0 SIMBA-I 0.0173 -0.0768 -0.0917 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS -0.4715 -0.7207 -0.8176 0.9564 0.9487 0.8490 
SIMEX-II -0.1185 -0.3084 -0.4192 1.0204 1.0413 1.0801 
SIMBA-II 0.0529 -0.0505 -0.0265 0.9606 0.9690 1.0287 
OLS -2.3196 -3.2884 -4.0660 3.9775 5.3930 5.6222 
SIMEX-I -0.0594 -0.3228 -0.8408 1.0490 1.1267 1.1676 
A SIMBA-I -0.0281 -0.2084 -0.6531 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
WLS -1.8149 -2.7959 -3.6051 2.7088 4.0723 4.5505 
SIMEX-II -0.1088 -0.2654 -0.7598 0.9588 1.0273 1.1741 
SIMBA-II -0.0448 -0.0300 -0.4029 0.8811 0.9098 0.9297 
estimators. For error variance 0.16, for both 3Q and /3j, the SIMBA-I and SIMEX-I esti­
mators have smaller standard deviations than the SIMBA-II and SIMEX-II estimators, 
respectively. VVe expect that the SIMBA estimators will outperform the WLS estimators 
as the sample size goes up because the SIMBA estimators are less biased. 
As for the estimation of <7,, the SIMBA-II and SIMBA-I estimators are the least 
biased, while the relative bias for the SIMEX estimators of cr\ goes up rapidly as the 
variance of the measurement error increases. 
4.4 Logistic Regression 
Logistic regression is widely used in many fields (e.g., clinical studies). In this section, 
we will consider the linear logistic model with errors in variables. In the quadratic and 
cosine models, the single independent variable was measured with error. In the logistic 
model studied in this section, we consider the situation in which some of the independent 
variables are not subject to error. The logistic model studied in this section is 
Xt ~ independent N(JE£,2UU), (4.8) 
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Y t  ~ independent BERN(7rt), (4.9) 
and 
ft =g(x t,z t,P), (4.10) 
where t = 1,2...., n, x t  is a -dimensional vector, z t  is a ^-dimensional vector, = 
(po,(3'x,/3',)1, BERN(TTt) stands for the Bernoulli distribution with mean 7rt, and 
»-rl 
Let p = pi +?2 +1 be the dimension of /3. In the simulations in Section 4.4.4, pi = pi = 1. 
In model (4.8, 4.9, 4.10), the variable x t  is measured with error, while z t  is an instru­
mental variable measured without error. The variance of the measurement error £uu is 
known. The relation between ?rt and the independent variables in (4.10) is equivalent to 
l0g[7T t/(l - 7T t)] =0Q+ (3 ' xX t  + (3 ' sZ t .  
4.4.1 Naive Estimation for Logistic Regression 
The Y t  in the logistic regression is not normally distributed, so the ordinary least 
squares estimator is not a good naive estimator. In this case, we use the maximum 
likelihood estimator assuming that the Xt's are measured without error. That is, the 
naive estimator is computed by fitting a logistic regression to the data (X£, z t, Y t). 
The  l ike l ihood  func t ion  for  (Yi ,  Y 2 , . . . .  Y n )  given  (r^Zg, . . .  ,® n )  and  (z t ,  z 2 , . . .  , z n )  
is 
L(P\yi,--,yn) = n{[l 
+ exp(ty't/3). 
exp(«t't(3) "T T 1 
_1 +exp(ty{/3) 
I — y t  
= n{texpW),..[rTi^]}, (4.12, 
where w t  = ( 1, x' t, z' t)'. It follows that the log-likelihood function can be written as 
n 
C { 0 )  = 53{(w't/3)2/t ~ + exp(ii>'t/3))}. (4.13) 
£=1 
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The log-likelihood function is a nonlinear function of /3, so we use the Newton-Raphson 
method (Kennedy and Gentle, 1980, Chapter 10) to And the maximum likelihood esti­
mator /3. The maximum likelihood estimator can be computed by the iterative formula 
0("+" = /J'"' - (4.14) 
where 
exp(u/t/3) 
and 
- 5> - rfi»* 
t=i 
The initial estimator ^ ' is computed from a linear regression based on (w t,y t), i.e., 
Î3(0) = (W'W)~lW'Y, (4.17) 
where W  = (tyt, w 2 .  • . . , wn)' and Y = (Vi, V'2,.... Yn)'• The naive estimator for the 
l o g i s t i c  m o d e l  ( 4 . 8 ,  4 . 9 ,  4 . 1 0 )  i s  c o m p u t e d  f r o m  ( 4 . 1 4 )  w i t h  X t  r e p l a c i n g  x t .  
4.4.2 Regression Calibration Estimation for Logistic Regression 
In Section 3.4, we described how to compute the regression calibration estimator. 
For the logistic model (4.8, 4.9, 4.10), the notation is changed because the x variables 
are subject to error but the z variables are not. For the calibration formula (3.13) in 
Section 3.4, we allow some of the x variables to be subject to error. In other words, the 
latent variable xt in Section 3.4 is (x't,z't)' in this section, the manifest variable Xt in 
Section 3.4 is (X't,z't)' in this section, and £uu in Section 3.4 is 
'UU 
0 0 
in this section. 
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For linear logistic regression, the relation between the regression calibration estimator 
and the naive estimator is exactly the same as the relation between the method of 
moments estimator and the naive estimator (or the OLS estimator) in linear regression. 
That is, 
Pre ~ MwwMwwPnaivei (4-18) 
where Af \vw is the second sample moment of the W t  = (1, X' t, Zt) ' ,  MWw is the esti­
mated second moment of wt = (1, x't, z't)' given by 
/ 0 0' 0' ^ 
M ww = Af ww — a 0 £Utt 0 
0 0 0 / 
and a is computed by (3.12). An equivalent expression for /3rc of (4.18) is 
fto .rc 0O,naive X ft x^naive) ^ (.ftz,rc ft z,naivc ) (4.19) 
and 
r.rc 
Szx Szz 
'  b  x ri, naive 
X K  
where Srr is given by (3.11). 
The regression calibration estimator is obtained by minimizing 
t=i 
By the calibration function (3.13), we have 
(4.20) 
C((3\w t,t = l,2,...,n) = ^{(u?'t/3)yt - log(l + exp(tr't/3))}. (4.21) 
Wt — AT WW^^ (4.22) 
where ivt  = (1, xt, z'.)'. Substituting (4.22) into (4.21), we have 
C((3\w t,t = 1,2 ,...,n) = — \og(l + exp(W[M w ivM 
(4.23) 
t=i 
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The naive estimator is obtained by minimizing 
n 
C ( f t \ W u t  = 1,2,...,%) = 53((^/3)2/t - log(l + exp(Wt/9))}. (4.24) 
Comparing (4.23) and (4.24), we have 
ft naive ~ M WW^ wwftrc' 
Then, (4.18) follows. 
Rosner, Spiegelman and VVillett (1990) used (4.18) to correct for the bias in the naive 
estimator in the logistic regression with errors-in-variables. In applications, using (4.18) 
is more computationally efficient than regressing Yt on (xt,zt) because we do not have 
to construct the dct's by (3.13). 
4.4.3 Simulation Bias Adjusted Estimation for Logistic Regression 
The bias adjusted estimation procedure for model (4.8, 4.9, 4.10) is slightly different 
from that for the quadratic and the cosine model for two reasons. First, the dependent 
variable Yt is not normally distributed. Second, there is a covariate zt in model (4.8, 4.9, 
4.10). Because of the correlation between xt and z£, the standardization of Xt without 
involving zt will not provide an efficient estimation of the distribution of the 's. In 
other words, using z£'s properly will improve the estimation of the distribution of zt's, 
and  hence  wi l l  improve  the  b ias  ad jus ted  es t imator .  VVe cou ld  s tandard ize  (X t ,  z t )  
together by 
However, standardization by (4.25) will generally change the values of the zt's although 
the first two moments of the zt's are preserved. By assumption, the z/s are measured 
without error, and hence should not be changed. So (4.25) is not recommended. 
(4.25) 
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We now describe a way to use the instrumental variable z t  in the estimation. The 
idea is to find a new variable x" which is uncorrected with the instrumental variable 
Zt- Then, we can standardize the X"'s (the observed values corresponding to the z"'s) 
without involving the zt's. The model defined by (4.8, 4.9, 4.10) can be equivalently 
represented by 
X" ~ independent N(scj,£uu), (4.26) 
Y t  ~ independent BERN(7rt), (4.27) 
and 
T i  — 9 ( ® i  ?  Z t ,  9 ) ,  (4.28) 
where 9  =  (l, 9 r . 8 . ) .  g  is defined in (4.11), 
•C* — bo — Bzt (4.29) 
a, 
\ 
bo is any pi-dimensional vector, B is any pi x p2 matrix, and the relation between 9 
and is 
Z X / I -b'Q 0 \ Z 
0 /  0 9 X  (4.30) 
0 —B' i J \ ez  J 
If we let (bo, B) be the linear regression coefficient obtained by regressing x t  on (1, z t ) ,  
the x''s and z/s are uncorrelated because the x"'s are the regression residuals. In 
applications, we cannot obtain such (bo, B) because we do not know the xt's, but we 
can regress Xt on (1, zt) to get an estimate of (b0,B): 
( b 0 , è y  =  ( z [ z l r l z [ x ,  
where bQ is a p t-dimensional vector, B is is a pt x p2 matrix, Z t = (ln,Z), Z = 
(zl, .., z'J and X = (Xi,X2, , X„)z. Let X be the matrix of residuals defined by 
X" =  X — Zi (b 0 ,B) .  
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Then, we can apply the SIMBA estimation procedure to the model defined by (4.26, 
4.27, 4.28) and the "data" (Yt, Xt', z't)'. Now, the variable Xt ' is independent of the 
variable zt, so we can standardize the Xt's by (3.10) without involving the zt's. Let 0 
be the SIMBA estimator for 6. Then, the SIMBA estimator for (3 is 
(3 = TO, 
where 
T = 
X 
1 
0 
0 
-fcn 0 
0 
-B' I 
4.4.4 Simulation Results 
Thoresen and Laake (2000) conducted a simulation study to compare four methods 
for the logistic regression with errors in variables. The model studied is defined by 
(4.8,4.9, 4.10) with pi = p? = 1. That is, both xt and ct are univariate. We use <t„ 
instead of £uu to represent the variance of the measurement error for the univariate 
case. 
Thoresen and Laake (2000) studied five different settings for the logistic model. We 
repeat the settings in Table 4.15. For each setting, two sample sizes: 150 observations 
and 1,500 observations were simulated. In this section, we give the SIMBA estimator 
results for the case of 150 observations. For situation 1, 2, 3. and 4, the true xt's and 
z/s are generated from a bivariate distribution with a correlation 0.3, i.e., 
Xt / 0 1.0 0.3 
~  N I D  
\ 0 0.3 1.0 
For situation 5, Thoresen and Laake (2000) studied the case that the x t 's are i.i.d. 
from a Xi distribution, the zt's are i.i.d. from a standard normal distribution, and the 
correlation between the two random variables xt and zt is 0.3. In our simulation, for 
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situation 5, the zt's are i.i.d. from a x? distribution, the zt's are i.i.d. from a standard 
normal distribution, and the distribution of x and the distribution of z are independent. 
In ail situations, two repeated measurements X£,i and Xt,2 were generated for each of 
the zt's. The variance of the measurement error is estimated by 
i=L 7=1 
For the regression calibration estimator and the SIMBA estimator, the £uu in Chapter 
3 is replaced with <r2/2. 
The four estimators used by Thoresen and Laake (2000) are: naive estimator, maxi­
mum likelihood estimator (ML), Probit estimator and regression calibration estimator. 
The naive estimator was computed by fitting a logistic regression to (Y't, A't.) by ignoring 
the measurement error, where Xt. is the mean of Xt,t and Xt,2. The likelihood estimator 
(Schafer, 1993) is calculated assuming that (xt,zt)'s are from a bivariate normal distri­
bution. The probit estimator is similar to the ML estimator except the probit function is 
used to approximate the logistic function (Schafer, 1993). The regression calibration es­
timator is obtained by fitting a logistic model for (>'t, (£[it|.Vt, zt], zt)), where the linear 
calibration function £[xt|.Yt,zt] % 70 +7i-Vt + 7rzt is used in the simulation. 
Table 4.15 Overview of the Simulation Studies 
Situation Qq j32 <7„ Distribution of x Distribution of z 
1 -2.25 0.371 0.371 0.75 N(0,1) N(0,1) 
2 -2.25 0.371 0.371 2.0 N(0,1) N(0,1) 
3 -0.4 0.371 0.371 1.0 N(0,1) N(0,1) 
4 -2.25 0.90 0.371 1.0 N(0,1) N(0,1) 
5 -2.25 0.371 0.371 1.0 xl N(0,1) 
In this section, we show the simulation results for four estimators: the naive es­
timator, the regression calibration estimator, the SIMEX estimator and the SIMBA 
estimator. The naive estimator is computed by the iterative formula (4.14). The re­
gression calibration estimator is obtained by (4.19) and (4.20), where £rx is replaced 
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with 
= ( S x  ~  a a ï )  + 2 SI (4.31) (n - 1)(S% -aalY 
where a is defined by (3.12). The SIMEX estimator is computed by the procedure 
described in Section 3.1 with Na = 1,000 and (At, A2) = (0.5, 1.0). The SIMBA estimator 
is computed by the procedure described in Section 4.4.3 using the cr* defined in (4.31). 
Table 4.16 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of logistic 
model (1,000 simulations, sample size = 150). 
Situ­
ation Estimator 
Parameter and Property 
00 
mean s.d. MSE 
P* 
mean s.d. MSE 
0, 
mean s.d. MSE 
1 
NAIVE 
REG. CAL. 
SIMEX 
SIMBA 
-2.339 0.353 0.132 
-2.339 0.353 0.132 
-2.351 0.363 0.142 
-2.259 0.331 0.110 
0.300 0.275 0.081 
0.385 0.356 0.127 
0.382 0.356 0.127 
0.377 0.351 0.123 
0.432 0.321 0.107 
0.407 0.329 0.109 
0.410 0.329 0.110 
0.387 0.314 0.099 
2 
NAIVE 
REG. CAL. 
SIMEX 
SIMBA 
-2.322 0.342 0.122 
-2.323 0.355 0.131 
-2.336 0.366 0.141 
-2.338 0.482 0.240 
0.118 0.177 0.095 
0.344 0.531 0.282 
0.214 0.326 0.131 
0.364 0.616 0.380 
0.461 0.316 0.108 
0.394 0.353 0.125 
0.435 0.328 0.111 
0.384 0.351 0.123 
3 
NAIVE 
REG. CAL. 
SIMEX 
SIMBA 
-0.407 0.177 0.031 
-0.406 0.180 0.032 
-0.409 0.181 0.033 
-0.403 0.178 0.032 
0.249 0.152 0.038 
0.378 0.234 0.055 
0.354 0.222 0.050 
0.379 0.243 0.059 
0.425 0.188 0.038 
0.386 0.194 0.038 
0.397 0.193 0.038 
0.376 0.189 0.036 
4 
NAIVE 
REG. CAL. 
SIMEX 
SIMBA 
-2.256 0.336 0.113 
-2.256 0.338 0.114 
-2.333 0.391 0.160 
-2.290 0.428 0.185 
0.587 0.249 0.160 
0.890 0.379 0.144 
0.848 0.384 0.150 
0.918 0.454 0.206 
0.477 0.278 0.089 
0.388 0.288 0.083 
0.420 0.294 0.089 
0.380 0.287 0.082 
5 
NAIVE 
REG. CAL. 
SIMEX 
SIMBA 
-2.242 0.358 0.128 
-2.320 0.386 0.154 
-2.300 0.378 0.145 
-2.241 0.361 0.130 
0.320 0.160 0.028 
0.400 0.205 0.043 
0.376 0.190 0.036 
0.374 0.186 0.035 
0.373 0.247 0.061 
0.373 0.248 0.061 
0.376 0.251 0.063 
0.360 0.239 0.057 
Table 4.16 shows the simulation results for all five situations. Table 4.17 shows the 
bias relative to the standard deviation of the OLS estimator, and the MSE relative to 
the MSE of the SIMBA estimator. In all situations, the four estimators are computed 
from the same 1,000 samples. 
The naive estimators for /3T and (3~ are seriously biased for all cases. In situation 
1, the SIMBA estimators for /3Q, (3x and (3~ are the least biased among all estimators, 
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Table 4.17 Relative bias and relative MSE for estimators of Logistic model. 
Procedure Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3 Situation 4 Situation 5 
Bias 4- s.d.{OLS} 
NAIVE -0.252 -0.212 -0.037 -0.018 0.022 
00 REG. CAL. -0.252 -0.214 -0.036 -0.017 -0.195 SIMEX -0.285 -0.253 -0.053 -0.247 -0.140 
SIMBA -0.027 -0.256 -0.016 -0.120 0.025 
NAIVE -0.259 -1.429 -0.802 -1.255 -0.317 
REG. CAL. 0.051 -0.153 0.045 -0.041 0.181 
Pi SIMEX 0.038 -0.886 -0.109 -0.208 0.031 
SIMBA 0.022 -0.037 0.050 0.073 0.020 
NAIVE 0.190 0.285 0.290 0.382 0.009 
0z REG. CAL. 0.11 L 0.072 0.081 0.061 0.009 SIMEX 0.120 0.203 0.139 0.175 0.021 
SIMBA 0.050 0.042 0.028 0.032 -0.044 
NAIVE 1.205 
MSE 
0.508 
4- MSE{SIMBA} 
0.998 0.613 0.981 
0o REG. CAL. 1.207 0.547 0.998 0.618 1.181 SIMEX 1.291 0.588 0.996 0.866 1.116 
SIMBA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
NAIVE 0.655 0.251 0.648 0.775 0.819 
0r REG. CAL. 1.027 0.744 0.934 0.697 1.243 SIMEX 1.030 0.345 0.844 0.727 1.042 
SIMBA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
NAIVE 1.082 0.879 1.066 1.080 1.066 
(1 REG. CAL. 1.109 1.016 1.057 1.014 1.072 Hz SIMEX 1.114 0.905 1.056 1.079 1.098 
SIMBA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
and have the smallest mean squared errors among the corrected estimators. Regression 
calibration and SIMEX perform almost equally well. All corrected estimators for 0X 
are not significantly biased. This is most likely due to the small number of simulations 
and the large variances of the estimators. The regression calibration estimator and the 
SIMEX estimator for 0Z are significantly biased, but the SIMBA estimator is not. For 
0X, the mean and standard deviation of the differences between the regression calibration 
estimator and the SIMBA estimator are 0.0080 and 0.0176, respectively. The (-test of 
14.33 means the regression calibration estimator and the SIMBA estimator for 0X have 
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Figure 4.4 Box plots for 1.000 regression calibration estimates and 1,000 
SIMBA estimates of /3X for situation 2. 
significantly different biases. Similarly, the (-test for (3Z is 28.65, and the mean of the 
SIMBA estimator for {3- is significantly different from that of the regression calibration 
estimator. For fio, all estimators are significantly biased for situation 1 except the 
SIMBA estimator. In the simulation, for some samples generated to estimate the bias, 
the NAIVE estimator does not exist. For example, when all Y^'s are zero, the maximum 
likelihood estimator does not exist. In this case, we let the naive estimator be the 
estimates used to generate the sample for estimating the bias. In situation 1, among the 
1,000 SIMBA estimates, there are 55 estimates involving irregular samples, and there 
are a total of 188 irregular samples. 
REG. CAL SIMBA 
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Figure 4.5 The expectation of the naive estimator of ,3X v.s. the true value 
of j3r when (3q = -2.25, j3: = 0.371 and <r2 = 2.0. 
In situation 2, the NAIVE estimator of f3x is much more biased than in situation 1 
because the variance of the measurement error in situation 2 is much bigger that that in 
situation 1. All estimators are significantly biased except the SIMBA estimators for 3T 
and (3Z. The SIMBA estimators for 0q and 0X have the largest variances. In situation 2, 
among the 1,000 SIMBA estimates, there are 51 estimates involving irregular samples, 
and there axe a total of 196 irregular samples. Figure 4.4 shows the box plots for the 
regression calibration estimator and SIMBA estimator of (3X for situation 2. SIMBA has 
a slightly tighter interval between the 75% percentile and 25% percentile than regression 
calibration, but SIMBA has some wild estimates. 
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To explain why the SIMBA estimator has a large variance, let Gift) = E{~fn\ft}i 
where 7n is the naive estimator of F3. When we study the properties of /3r, we may write 
G{ft) as G(fix\fio,0z)- Figure 4.5 shows the plot of Giftx\fto = —2.25, j3z = 0.371) versus 
j3x. The curve in Figure 4.5 is flat on the two sides. Recall that the SIMBA estimator 
is computed from the equation (2.97). Then, 
The relation between £/„(/3|x) and G((3) is 
G(,3) = E{Gn( 0 \ x ) m .  
The variance of ft3imba can be approximated by 
Viftsimb*} % ^n-'(7n\ i )  df ' 
dGz l( 7B|«) 
d f '  
d-G {in) 
d~f' m»} 
dG- l{ 7.) 
d~f' 
We assume 7x,n and (7o.n, 7z,n ) are uncorrelated to simplify the calculation. Then, 
^ {0x,simba} dG~
l
n( 7a|i)l 
^7r 
^{7r.J %'(7n) 
^7% 
^{7r.J. 
From Figure 4.5, when 7r>„ is small or large, * is close to zero, so the absolute 
r >.• -i 
value of agr
l( 7 J = 
3-Kx 
agx(/3 ) 
00, is large, where /3 = £?r l(7n)- Then, the variance of 
3x,simba is large. Since Gx{') is the expectation function of 5r.n(-|®), for some x samples, 
-1 
dG7M7Jg) _ 
dix 
\Gx.n{f t  , t r n b a \X)  
d&x is very large. 
In situation 2, among the corrected estimators, the SIMEX estimators for @r and 
/?- have the smallest MSE, but are the most biased. The small sample modification in 
(4.31) is very effective for regression calibration in situation 2. Without the modification, 
there would be some wild estimates. From Table 3 given by Thoresen and Laake (2000), 
after trimming the smaller 2.5% and the larger 2.5% estimates, the variance of the 
regression calibration estimator (without small sample modification) for j3r is 3.07, while 
the variance in our simulation for all 1,000 samples is 0.28. 
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In situation 3, all corrected estimators work reasonably well. For /3r, the SIMEX 
estimator is significantly biased, but the regression calibration and the SIMBA estima­
tors are not. For /3Z, the SIMEX and regression calibration estimators are significantly 
biased, but the SIMBA estimator is not. The regression calibration estimators and the 
SIMBA estimators for (30, 3X and j3z have similar MSEs. There is no irregular sample in 
the simulation of situation 3. 
In situation 4, the regression calibration estimator for fla and 3X are the least biased, 
and have the least mean squared errors among all corrected estimators. The SIMBA 
estimators for (3q and ,3X have the largest variances, and mean squared errors. For 
0X, the MSE of the SIMBA estimator is approximately 43% larger than the MSE of the 
regression calibration estimator. For all parameters, the SIMEX estimators are seriously 
biased. There are 10 SIMBA estimates involving irregular samples, and there are a total 
of 40 irregular samples for estimating the bias. 
In situation 5, the SIMBA estimators for l30, j3x and j3~ are not significantly biased, 
and have the smallest mean squared errors among all corrected estimators. The regres­
sion calibration estimators for (3q and f3x are significantly biased. For 3Z, none of the 
corrected estimators is significantly biased. For (30, the MSE of the regression calibra­
tion estimator is approximately 18% larger than the MSE of the SIMBA estimator. For 
(3X, the MSE of the regression calibration estimator is approximately 24% larger than 
the MSE of the SIMBA estimator. There are 2 SIMBA estimates involving irregular 
samples, and there are a total of 4 irregular samples for estimating the bias. 
In situation 2, the variance of the measurement error is 2.0, and 67% of the total 
variance of the observed Xt's is due to the measurement error. In situation 4, with 
j3x = 0.9, the effect of the variable measured with error is large, and the odds ratio 
between the 10th percentile and 90th percentile is 10. Situations 1, 3 and 5 axe more 
realistic. In situation I, the average probability of Yt = 1 is 11%, and 36% of the 
total variance of the observed Xt's is due to the measurement error. In situation 3, 
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the average probability of Y t  = 1 is 42%, and half of the total variance of the observed 
Xt's is due to the measurement error. In situation 5, the average probability of Yt = 1 
is 15%, and 25% of the total variance of the observed .Yt's is due to the measurement 
error. However, the x£'s are generated from distribution in situation 5. It is not 
surprising that the regression calibration works well in situation 1, 2, 3 and 4 because 
the idea of the regression calibration is based on the assumption that the xt's and zt's 
are generated from a bivariate normal distribution. The simulation results show that 
regression calibration (with small sample modification) is robust for large error variance 
(situation 2) and/or for high variability of the odds (situation 4). SIMBA works well 
for moderate error variance and moderate variability of the odds, and is more robust for 
non-normal xt than regression calibration. 
For SIMEX, Cook and Stefanski (1994) studied a nonlinear extrapolation function 
Trl(') for the logistic model, where 
Frl(A) = a + ^ • 
c + A 
Carroll, et al. (1995) called [#&(-) the rational linear extrapolant. Cook and Stefanski 
( 1994) show that SIMEX via the rational linear extrapolant results in the method-of-
moments estimator for linear models. Cook and Stefanski (1994) show via simulation 
that the rational linear extrapolant works better than the quadratic extrapolation func­
tion for a logistic model. Recall that the relation between the regression calibration 
estimator and the naive estimator is the same as the relation between the method-of-
moments estimator and the OLS estimator (Section 4.4.2), so the SIMEX estimator 
via the rational linear extrapolant gives the regression calibration estimator (without 
small sample modification). However, the quadratic extrapolation function is a good 
approximation, and is more numerically stable than the rational linear extrapolant. 
Now, we study a way to combine the naive estimator and the SIMBA estimator to 
obtain an estimator to minimize the estimated mean squared errors. Let Vi and V2 be 
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Table 4.18 Empirical mean and standard deviation of estimators of logis­
tic model for situation 2 (168 simulations, sample size = 150, 
<tu = 2.00). 
Estimator 
Parameter and Property 
00 
mean s.d. MSE 
0r 
mean s.d. MSE 
0, 
mean s.d. MSE 
REG. CAL. 
NAIVE 
SIMBA 
CO MP. 
-2.491 0.329 0.167 
-2.455 0.303 0.134 
-2.481 0.416 0.226 
-2.485 0.337 0.169 
0.286 0.690 0.483 
0.096 0.216 0.123 
0.306 0.719 0.521 
0.158 0.404 0.208 
0.467 0.328 0.117 
0.564 0.346 0.157 
0.575 0.398 0.200 
0.575 0.370 0.179 
the estimated variances for the naive estimator of 0X and the SIMBA estimator of 0X, 
respectively. Let B = /3r,no,tie — 0x,aimba. be the estimated bias in the naive estimator of 
0X. Consider a linear function of the naive estimator and the SIMBA estimator of the 
form 
0x,a — naive "H ( 1 a)0x.simba- (4.32) 
For fixed a, the variance of 0x<a is 
Var {0x,a}  =  ot2Var{0r,naive} + (L - a)2V ar {0Xr3imba} + 2a( l  -  ot)Cov{0x>naiv<., 0x,3imba}. 
Although one could estimate the covariance between the naive estimator and SIMBA 
estimator, we assume that the NAIVE estimator and SIMBA estimator are perfectly 
correlated. We also assume the SIMBA estimator is unbiased. Then, the estimated 
MSE of 4r,o is 
MSE{/3x,a} = V0 x,a}+a2ê2  = a2V\+(l-a)2V2 + 2a(l-a)V l l ,2V2l /2+ a2B2. (4.33) 
Minimizing (4.33) over a 6 [0,1], we have 
0 if 05 < 0 
oo = 05 if 0 < 05 < 1 
1 if q£ > 1, 
where 
% - vrvn 
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Then, an estimator with a form of (4.32) that minimizes the estimated MSE (4.33) is 
Âr.âo = 0tQ0x,naive 4" (1 Ôto)Âx,simba- (4-34) 
Table 4.18 shows the simulation results for the naive estimator, the regression cali­
bration estimator, the SIMBA estimator and the compromised estimator 0x,âa (COM? ) 
based on 168 simulations for situation 2. The MSE of the compromise estimator for (3X 
is 60% less than that of the SIMBA estimator, and 57% less than that of the regression 
calibration estimator. In this situation, the naive estimator has the smallest MSE for 
estimating j3x. 
5 Diet and Supplement Use 
In this chapter, we will apply the bias adjusted estimation method to survey data to 
evaluate the relation between dietary nutrition intake and supplements intake for older 
American people. The data are from the Third National Health and Nutrition Exam­
ination Survey (NHANES III) and the related Supplemental Nutrition Survey (SNS) 
of older Americans. There are millions of Americans taking dietary supplements. Past 
research shows that those who get adequate vitamins and minerals from dietary sources 
are more likely to take supplements. In this chapter, we explore this relationship for 
older American people (50 or older) considering the measurement error in the nutrition 
data because, as we know, the measurement error in nutrient intake is large (Carroll, 
1995). The bias adjusted estimator is used to correct for the effect of measurement error 
on the naive estimator. 
5.1 Data 
The Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) was 
conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC). The survey was divided into two phases: the first from 
1988 to 1991 and the second from 1992 to 1994. NHANES III was designed to provide 
national estimates of the health and nutritional status of the United States' civilian, non-
institutionalized population aged two months and older. In the survey, participants were 
interviewed at special mobile examination centers (MECs) or at home (if not possible 
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in MECs), and were asked to give a 24-hour dietary recall. Participants aged 50 or 
older who completed 24-hour dietary recalls at MECs in NHANES-III were eligible to 
participate in SNS. The SNS, funded by the National Institute on Aging, was designed 
to provide two additional days of dietary recalls. The two replicates of the dietary recalls 
in SNS were collected through telephone interviews that occurred approximately eight 
and sixteen months after the initial MEC interview. The time period between the two 
replicates in SNS is approximately eight months. 
NHANES-III is a stratified, multi-stage sample. In the first stage of the sample, 
81 primary sampling units (PSUs) were selected, which included 89 survey locations. 
The 89 survey locations were divided into two groups, one consisting of 44 PSUs and 
the other consisting 45 PSUs. The group with 44 PSUs was used for Phase I, and the 
second group was used for Phase II. In the second stage, segments were selected within 
PSUs. In the third stage, households were sampled within each segments and eligible 
household members were selected based on sex. age and race or ethnicity. The sample 
is designed to be self-weighting within PSUs with respect to age, sex and race-ethnic 
groups and nearly self-weighting nationally. 
A total of 2,907 persons aged 50 or over completed an MEC interview as part of 
NHANES-III Phase I. There are 1,966 individuals with complete dietary recall informa­
tion for both SNS phone interviews and 462 individuals only completed the first SNS 
interview. For convenience, we call the data collected in MEC interviews the data for 
day 1, the data from the first SNS telephone interview the data for day 2, and the data 
from the second SNS telephone interview the data for day 3. On the basis of nutrition 
science, IS variables were initially concerned: SEX, RACE, REGION, SMOKE, IN­
COME, AGE, EDUCATION, BMI, ALCOHOL, VITA, VITE, VITC, VITB6, VITB12, 
CALC, MAGN, IRON, ZINC, PCTFAT. We briefly explain these variables: 
SEX: 0 = male, 1 = female. 
RACE: 1 = Non-Hispanic white, 2 = other. 
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REGION: 1 = Northeast, 2 = Midwest, 3 = South, 4 = West. 
SMOKE: 0 = non-smoke, I = smoke. 
INCOME: 1 = low, 2 = medium, 3 = high. 
AGE: A continuous variable not smaller than 50. 
EDUCATION: A continuous variable ranging from 0 to 17 indicating the years of 
educations. 
BMI: A continuous variable describing the body mass of the individual. 
ALCOHOL: A continuous variable indicating the daily alcohol consumption. 
VITA, VITE, VITC, VITB6 and VITB12 are continuous variables corresponding to 
the quantities of Vitamin A, Vitamin E, Vitamin C, Vitamin B6 and Vitamin B12 from 
dietary intake respectively. 
CALC, MAGN, IRON and ZINC are continuous variables indicating the quantities 
of four minerals: calcium, magnesium, iron and zinc from dietary intake respectively. 
PCTFAT is the percentage of kilocalories in the diet that were derived from fat 
sources. 
Supplements were only collected in the MEC interview. Nine supplements variable 
are considered in the analysis: Vitamin A, Vitamin E, Vitamin C, Vitamin B6, Vitamin 
B12, calcium, magnesium, iron and zinc. Hoskin(2001) describes the data. 
5.2 Model 
It is natural to choose the supplements as dependent variables and the other variables 
as independent variables. To simplify the model (avoiding the multivariate response 
case), a binary variable SUPP is defined such that SUPP=1 if one of the nine supple­
ments was taken, and zero otherwise. A logistic regression was used to do the analysis. 
At first, Box-Cox transformations were applied to make the nutrition variables, AL­
COHOL and PCFAT approximately normally distributed. We used the transformation 
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parameters A from Hoskin (2001, page 23). If A = 0, we use natural log transformation. 
It is generally thought that the dietary nutrition variables are highly correlated. The 
summary statistics from the data validate this impression (Table 5.1). After preliminary 
analysis, we selected 7 independent variables including four categorical variables: SEX, 
RACE, REGION and SMOKE, and three continuous variables: INCOME, BMI and 
MINERAL, where MINERAL = (CALC + MAGN + IRON)/3 is the average of the 
three mineral variables. Because CALC, MAGN and IRON were measured in different 
units, we standardized each of the three variables separately to mean zero and variance 
one before taking the average. 
Table 5.1 Correlation matrix of mineral and vitamin variables. 
calc iron magn zinc vite vitbô vitbl2 vita vite 
calc 
iron 
magn 
zinc 
vite 
vitbô 
vitbl2 
vita 
vite 
1.00 
0.64 
0.71 
0.64 
0.26 
0.60 
0.48 
0.31 
0.56 
0.64 
1.00 
0.74 
0.77 
0.35 
0.75 
0.57 
0.46 
0.60 
0.71 
0.74 
1.00 
0.70 
0.38 
0.75 
0.45 
0.46 
0.56 
0.64 
0.77 
0.70 
1.00 
0.29 
0.69 
0.69 
0.39 
0.54 
0.26 
0.35 
0.38 
0.29 
1.00 
0.44 
0.21 
0.53 
0.42 
0.60 
0.75 
0.75 
0.69 
0.44 
1.00 
0.52 
0.50 
0.56 
0.48 
0.57 
0.45 
0.69 
0.21 
0.52 
1.00 
0.33 
0.41 
0.31 
0.46 
0.46 
0.39 
0.53 
0.50 
0.33 
1.00 
0.52 
0.56 
0.60 
0.56 
0.54 
0.42 
0.56 
0.41 
0.52 
1.00 
There are four categories for the REGION variable. We define three dummy vari­
ables: 
1 if REGION = Northeast 
0 otherwise. 
REGION1 = 
REGION2 = 
REGIONS = 
1 if REGION = Midwest 
0 otherwise, 
1 if REGION = South 
0 otherwise. 
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The final logistic model is 
£ — Xt ~t" 
Y t  BERN(7rt), 
/o^(7Tt/( 1 — 7Tf ) ) = /?0 + PxXt + Pzz't, (5.1) 
where u t  ~ iV/D(0,<r„), and the variables Y t,x t,z t  are defined as 
y; = supp, 
rt = MINERAL, 
zt = (SEX. RACE, REGION1, REGI0N2, REGIONS, SMOKE, INCOME, BMI)'. 
In model (5.1), (V't, Xt, zt) can be observed, but xt is a latent variable. 
Table 5.2 Mean and covariance of three measurements (1.996 individuals). 
Mineral day 1 day 2 day 3 
MEAN 0.1682 -0.0693 -0.0607 
VAR 0.7509 0.8376 0.8070 
COV 
day 1 0.7509 0.3789 0.3538 
day 2 0.3789 0.8376 0.4545 
day 3 0.3538 0.4545 0.8070 
To estimate the parameter /3 = (f30,0r, 0'.)', we need the an estimate of <r„. Data 
are available for three days on 1966 individuals, for two days on 462 individuals (the 
first day and the second day) and for only one day for 479 individuals (the first day). 
The data for the first day were collected at special mobile examination centers (MECs), 
while the data for the second and third days were collected by telephone interviews. It is 
reasonable to assume that the distribution of repeated mineral intakes from the first day 
differs from that of the second and third days. The summary statistics confirm that the 
distributions differ (Table 5.2). In order to compare the means and variances of minerals 
for the three days, we compute the the summary statistics based on the data from the 
1966 individuals who have three repeated measures. The mean and variance for the first 
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day are 0.1682 and 0.7509, respectively. The corresponding quantities for the second day 
are -0.06093 and 0.8376. The second and third observations appear similar with means of 
-0.06093 and -0.0607, respectively and variances of 0.8376 and 0.8070, respectively. Also 
the correlation between the second and third days is 0.5528 which is larger than 0.4778, 
the correlation between the first and second observations. It is generally felt that the 
first observation provides the best information. The supplement variables were measured 
in the NHANES-III survey and our interest is to investigate the relation between dietary 
nutrition and the supplements. Therefore, we used the first observation in the regression 
and estimated the error variance by one half of the variance of the difference between 
the standardized second and third observations, where the observations are standardized 
to have the same variance as the first observation. Thus, we estimate the measurement 
error variance of the first observations to be b\ = 0.3376. 
5.3 Estimation 
Table 5.3 shows the maximum likelihood estimates computed by ignoring the errors 
in variables (labeled as "ML"), and the simulation bias adjusted estimates for the mea­
surement error model (labeled as "MEM"). The maximum likelihood estimates and the 
standard errors are from PROC LOGISTIC in SAS®, while the MEM estimates are from 
the simulation bias adjusted estimation procedure and the standard errors are computed 
by the parametric bootstrap method. 
From Table 5.3, the MEM estimate is more than two times of the ML estimate for the 
MINERAL variable, while the estimates for other variables are similar. The standard 
error of the MEM estimate for the MINERAL variable is 0.4505, which is about twice 
that of the ML estimate. The absolute value of the coefficient for MINERAL is more 
than twice of the standard error. The significance of the coefficient for MINERAL means 
that people having more vitamins and minerals in their dietary intake are more likely 
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Table 5.3 Parameter estimation for the logistic regression. 
ML s.e. MEM s.e. 
Intercept -0.7937 0.3787 -0.9620 0.4176 
mineral 0.2239 0.0563 0.4505 0.1274 
sex 0.5032 0.0956 0.6174 0.1047 
race -0.3592 0.1021 -0.3214 0.0974 
region 1 -0.1000 0.1581 -0.0997 0.1740 
region2 -0.0837 0.1398 -0.0824 0.1566 
region3 0.4125 0.1479 0.4021 0.1986 
smoke -0.2856 0.1215 -0.2889 0.1259 
income 0.2214 0.0636 0.1794 0.0582 
bmi -0.0437 0.0094 -0.0438 0.0102 
take vitamin supplements, which coincides» with the conclusion ignoring the measurement 
error (Koplan et al., 1986). However, the traditional model estimated not considering 
the measurement error differs from the measurement error estimated model (Figure 5.1). 
To construct Figure 5.1, the data were sorted by mineral and divided into 15 groups 
of approximately equal size. Let X. ( j '  be the mean of minerals in each group, j  =  
1,2,..., 15. Let z. be the grand mean of the instrumental variable. Define 
y(j) 
where /3mem is the simulation bias adjusted estimator for the measurement error model 
and g is the model function 
0)  exp(,dQ + Pxx + 0'zz) 
9( 
' 
,P) exp(/?o + PxX + fllz) + 1 
Let 
% = + 
93 = f(j\ 
where is the mean of supplements intake in the jth group, Ymcm is the mean of the 
fitted values in jtK group based on the measurement error model, and Y^j} is the mean of 
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Figure 5.1 Estimated curves for logistic regression. 
the fitted values in j t k  group based on the traditional model. In Figure 5.1, the points of 
OBS, ML and MEM are corresponding to the quantities qi, and respectively. The 
curves in Figure 5.1 are the smoothed curves based on the corresponding points. The 
MEM curve has higher slope than the ML curve, which means that the relation between 
the supplements intake and dietary nutrient intake derived from the measurement error 
model is stronger than that in the traditional model. 
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6 Conclusion 
In this thesis, the simulation bias adjusted (SIMBA) estimation method for para­
metric regression models with errors in variables is explored. Theory shows that the 
bias adjusted estimator is less biased than naive estimators such as the ordinary least 
squares estimator. Other estimation methods such as simulation extrapolation, regres­
sion calibration, and (error-)adjusted least squares are discussed. A small modification 
of calibration regression improves the estimator substantially when the sample size is 
small and the variance of the measurement error is large (Section 4.4.4). We study the 
properties of four models by simulation: linear model, quadratic model, cosine model 
and logistic model. The simulation study shows that the bias adjusted estimator out­
performs or is comparable to other estimators. 
Like simulation extrapolation and regression calibration, the bias adjusted estima­
tion is a general method that can be applied to many measurement error models using 
different naive estimators. A key step in simulation bias adjusted estimation is to find a 
good estimator of the sample cumulative distribution function of the xt's. In simulation 
studies, the standardized dct's were used initially. When the distribution of Yt is normal, 
one step of projecting (Xt, Yt) onto the newest estimated curve is also used to obtain a 
better estimator of the sample cumulative distribution function of the x t's. 
A drawback of the bias adjusted estimator is that the estimator is computationally 
intensive. In simulating the bias in SIMBA, a large number of random numbers need 
to be generated and a large number of naive estimates need to be computed. If the 
projection step is used, model-specific program coding may be required. The specific 
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program code for some well-known regression models with errors in variables may be 
developed in the future. 
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APPENDIX Bias Adjusted Estimators for the Structural 
Nonlinear Measurement Error Model 
In the appendix, we develop the theory for the bias adjusted ordinary least squares 
estimator for the structural nonlinear measurement error model. 
Theorem A.l Consider the model defined by (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), where x2,..., xn 
are i.i.d. from a distribution Fr. Let 7„ be an estimator obtained by minimizing 
n 
0„(/3) = n-'^[y;-?(x„/))]1, (A.i) 
t=l 
and let 70 be the minimizer of 
£{Q„(/3)} = £ E{[V, = £{[y, -g(X„/3)]2}. (A.2) 
t=l 
Assume that 
(i) lim crln = 0 and E{uAt} = Cu.4cr„n, where CuA is a constant not depending n. 
n—>00 
(ii) For any rj > 0, 
iaf £K(/3,/j°)}= inf E{[g(z„/3) - gfz,,^)]2} = 5, > 0 (A.3) 
\ P -0°\>TI 1/3-/3° I>n 
where 
</„(/3,/?°) = L-1^[g(i„/3)-s(x„.a0)]2| . (A.4) 
(iii) There exists Sx  > 0 and a function K(x,j3) such that 
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(a) [E{\g(x + uL, d)!4^}]1/4 < K(x,0) almost surely for any (3 € Op. 
(b) max{|£r(x,/?)|, \g'x{x,(3)\} < A'(xt,/?), V x e  [xt - 8x,xx  + 8 X } .  
(c) £{[A'(xi,/3)]2} exists and is finite for every j3 € Op. 
(iv) There exists Ml-7, > 0 such that, 
lim sup E Id-2 (0,/3°)(n-1 V[A-(xt,/?)]2]) 1 < Mt%. (A.5) 
n
~*°° 1/3—0°|>7j [ x 7^ j) 
Then, 
(i) 7„ /3° as n —y oo. 
(ii) 7° —> /3° as n —> oo. 
(iii) 7„ — 7° —0 as n —> oo. 
Proof. We will use Lemma 2 to show the consistency of 7„ for /3°. First, applying (2.1) 
and expanding Qn(/3), we have 
n 
Qn{0)  =  
i=l 
n 
= "
-1  5Z[^(^t^0)-g{x t ,(3) +g{x t ,/3) -  g{X t , ,3) 4- e£]2 
£=l  
ri 
= <(/?, /3°) +T l  + T2 + T3 + T4 + n~ l  Y, e?, (A.6) 
t=t 
where 
n 
r, = n-l^b(z„/3)-ff(X„/3)]2, 
£=L 
n 
r2 = 2n~L y^[ff(xt,,^°) -ff(xt,^)][ff(xt,/?) -ff(Xt,/3)], 
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T3 = 2 n 1 y^[g(x t,/3°) — g(x t,f3)]e t, 
t=i 
and 
T4 = 2n 1 Y^[g(x t,P) -g{X t,0)]e t. 
t=i 
We now show that the four terms 7\, T2, T3 and are small relative to dn(3,,8°) or 
small relative to d^(0,0°). 
We first consider TV Let h(u t,0) = [g(x t,@) — g(Xt,/3)]2. By assumption (iii.a), we 
have 
E{|A(u„/3)|2|r,} = - <,(Xt,/3)j4|xt} < 16[/V(xt,/3)]4, 
and by assumption (iii.b), 
K(«„£)l = |[g(z„/3)-!)(X„,a)toX„,3)|<2[fv'(i:.,/')l2. V u, € 
Applying Lemma 4, we have 
\E{[h(u t,0)}2\x t} - [/i(0,/?)]2| < 4[/v(x£,/3)]2Cu<7un, 
where Cu = l/Sx + 1 which does not depend on (xt,/3). That is, 
E{[g(x t,0)-g(X t,0)]2\x t} < 4[K(x t,j3)]2Cu<run. (A.7) 
Applying assumption (iv), we have 
E 
< E | E jfrui,/)0)]-2"-1 èbl1-") -
< E iki/j,/)0)]-2™-1 £>'(x„/?)]2} 0„„ 
= 0(<run) for any \0 — 0°\ > rf, (A.8) 
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where we use the notation "0(<7„„)" to indicate that a quantity with convergence rate 
crun does not depend on /?, while "0(<run|/3)" means a quantity has a convergence rate 
of <7U„ for a given /?. It follows by Lemma 1 that 
<203,/3°m = KljS.^r'n-1 5>(x„fl)-<z(X„/?)]2 = 0,(<r.n). 
t = L  
Second, we consider TV By Holder's Inequality and (A.8), we have 
E 
(A.9) 
( n II [W„(/3,/30)l-2n- ,^[g(x„,/3°)-g(x„yj][g(x„/3)-g(X„/3m t=  I I J 
[</„(/?,/3°)]-2<(/3,/3°) |n-1 £ £[g(x.,/3) -g(.V„/3)]2| j < El 
< (£{[<uM°)r2r,})"2 
(A.10) 
It follows by Lemma 1 that 
[dn(3,f3°)]-2T2 = op( 1). (A.11) 
For Tà, since Var{t/n1(/3,/3°)T3} = An la2 and E{dn l(j3, fl°)Tz} = 0, by Lemma 1, 
we have 
[dn(/3,P0)]- lT3 = Op(n"t/2). (A. 12) 
Now we consider 7V The variance of (/"'(/?. /3°)Tj can be evaluated as 
Var{d;'(/W)n} = E{V«r{<1(/J,^)T<W} + V\.r{£{<l(/J,^)r4|*}} 
= £|4n-VI2[<in(/3,/30)]-2^Wx'»3)-9(-V'..a)l;!| 
= 0(n-1(7un) ( by (A.8) ). 
By Lemma 1 and the fact that E{T4} = 0, we have 
= Opln-"2^2). (A.13) 
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It follows that 
n 
QM3) = [rfn(/J,/3°)]{[in(/J,^)l[l +<,„(!)]+<,„(!)} +n-'53 e?. (A.14) 
<=l 
For Qn((3°), we have 
Qn(0°) = n"1 f>(x£,/3°) - g(X t ,l30)]2  + n-1 £ e2  
i=l i=l 
n 
+2n"1 - g{X t,0°)\e t. (A.15) 
t=i 
By (A.7) and assumption (iii.c), we have 
n 
n-'^£{|s(z„/i°)-g(X„/30)I2}< £{[A'(i„,/3°)]2}0(<7U„) =0(<R„). (A.16) 
1=1 
It follows by Lemma 1 that 
n 
n"1 5>(x„/3°) - <7(A'„/30)]2 = 0p(<7un). (A.17) 
t=i 
By (A.16), we have 
Var{n~l ^[^(xt,/3°) - ^(X£,/3°)]e£} < n~2E{[g{x t ,p°) -  g{X t ,  3°)}2}<rl = 0{n~ lcrun). 
t=i 
It follows that 
n'1 £[9(1,, /3°) - 9(-V„/3°)]e, = 0,(n-"V-"2). (A.18) 
t=l 
From (A.17) and (A.IS), we have 
n 
Q„(./3°) = n-1^e?+op(l). (A.19) 
t=i 
Then, 
Qn09) - Qn(^°) = K(,a,/3°)]{[^(/),^)][l + op(l)] + op(l)} - op(l), (A.20) 
where the ™op(l)" terms are not functions of ,3. By assumption (iii), 
E{[g(xi,(3°) -s(xL,/))]4} < oo. 
I l l  
Then, by CLT, 
<£(/3,/3°) = £K(/3,/3°)} + Op(n-l/=). (A.21) 
It follows from assumption (ii) of Theorem A.l and (A.21) that 
lim P( inf [Qn{0) - Qn(P°)} > 0) = 0. (A.22) 
n-»oo |/J—/3°|>rj 
Conclusion (i) follows by Lemma 2. 
Now, we prove 70 —• 0° as n —> 00. We need show that for any 77 > 0, there exists iVn 
such that I70—3°\ < q for all n > N„. By (A.8) and (A.10), for any 0 6 {0 : \0—0°\ > rj}, 
E{Q.M = £ £{[s(x„/3°) -s(x„/3)r) + £ £{ls(x„.3) -s(X„a)]2} 
i = L  i = l  
n 
+ in'1 52 E{\g(x„/P) - g(x„0)\\g(x t,l3) -g(X„/3)]} + CT2 
< E{4(0,0°)} + £{<*(/?,/30)}£«(/M°)r,} 
+2£{<2y.a0)}£{[<(/3,.d0)r,l":1}+lT„2 
= £{<(,3,/3°)}[l+0(l)l+T,2. (A.23) 
By (A.7), we have 
C{g.(/3°)} = E{g{x t,0°) — g(X t, 00)]2} + cr2 = o(l)+a2. (A.24) 
It follows that for any 0 € {0 : \/3 — /3°| > 7}, 
£{Q„(/3)}-£{Qn(/30)} = £{<(/?,/30)}[1 + O(l)]-O(l). (A.25) 
Then, 
inf [E{Qn{0)} - E{[Qn(00)}] > inf [E{dl(0,0°)}(l - |o(l)|) - |o(l)|]. (A.26) 
It follows that there exists Nv  such that for n > N~v, 
inf [£{Q„(W - £{Qn(^0)}] > 0. (A.27) 
10-0°\>V 
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By the construction of 70, we have 
E { Q n ( 7°)} -  E { Q n ( / 3 0 ) }  <  0. (A.28) 
It follows from (A.27) and (A.28) that I70 — (3°\ < 77 for any n > AT„. Thus, conclusion 
(ii) follows. 
Conclusion (iii) follows directly from conclusions (i) and (ii). • 
The assumptions in Theorem A.l are reasonable and not difficult to verify for a 
given model. Assumption (ii) requires that the model be identified if the xt's are lid 
from a distribution. Assumptions (iii) and (iv) are satisfied for almost all well-known 
models .  Assumpt ion  ( iv )  ensures  tha t  the  te rms  7 \ ,  T 2 ,  T3  and  T* 4  in  Q n ( f i )  —  Q n { @ ° )  
are relatively small compared to c£(/?,/3°) or to dn(0,0°). 
Theorem A.2 Let the assumptions of Theorem A.l be satisfied. Let B((3°,Sq) = {[3 : 
|/3—,i3°| < Jq} be a neighborhood of 0°, where 50 is a fixed positive number. Also assume 
(v) There exist > 0 and iVu > 0 such that V (3 € B{j3°. <D"o) ,  
(a) E{[^g(x + u t,(3)}*} < K.(x,(3% V n > iVB, 0 < m < 3. 
(b) max{|fir(x, ,J)|, \g' r(x.j3)\, \gfp{x. j3)\, |<^x(x,/3)|} < K.{x t ,0°), for all x such 
that \xt — x| < 8X. 
( c )  E{[K.(x t,{3°)\4} < 00. 
(vi) The function a((3) := E{[g'g(xu0)}2} is continuous on B(,3°,50). 
Then, 
7 n-7 °=Op(n-1/2), (A.29) 
where 7* is the minimizer of (A.2). 
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Proof. Lemmas used in the proof are given after the proof of the theorem. By con­
struction, 7„ satisfies 
Q'Àîn)  = 0. (A.30) 
By Theorem A.l, % — 70 —>p 0 as n —> 00. Applying Taylor's expansion to Q'n{-) at 70, 
we have 
<%(/) 4- Q:(7°)(% - 7) + 2-%[f 4- z?(7n - /)](% - 7°)' = 0, (A.31) 
where z~, € [0,1] is a function of % and x£'s. Since 70 -> 0° and % ->p 0°, 7°+^-y(7n—7°) 
is consistent for 0°. Applying (A.38) in Lemma A.l, we have 
Q n ( 7° + -7(7n - 7°)) = O p (  1) for any 0  € B ( 0 ° , S o ) .  (A.32) 
Since 70 is the minimizer of £{Qn(-)}, E{Q' n ( l ° ) }  — 0- Therefore, applying (A.36) of 
Lemma A.l, we have 
Q'„(7°) = 0,(n-"=). (A.33) 
By (2.45) and (2.53), 
<?'„'( 70) = 2 a(0°) + Op(n"l/2). (A.34) 
Substituting (A.32), (A.33) and (A.34) into (A.31), we have 
2a(0°)(% - 70) = Op(n"l/2) + Op{(% - 70)2). ( A.35) 
It follows that 
7n - 7° = Op(n~ l /2), 
and the conclusion is proven. • 
Lemma A.l By assumption (v) of Theorem A.2, 
Q'n(0) - E{Q'n{0)} = Op(n-l/2) uniformly in 0 for 0 E B(0°, S t), (A.36) 
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Q"(0) -  E{Q"(P)} = Op(n"1/2) uniformly in 0 for 0 6 £?(/3°,5i), (A.37) 
and 
Q'n(P) — 0P( 1) uniformly in 0 for 0 G B(0°,5 l), (A.38) 
where 
n 
Q'J0)  = -2n"1 £[V, - 5(X„/3)to(.V„,/3), (A.39) 
i = l  
n 
= 2n-' ^{te(-Y„/3)]2 - [r,-s(X„/3)te's(X„y)} (A.40) 
1=1 
and 
n 
(?"(/?) = 2n-' ^ {:ito(X„/i)s2(X„/3) - (y,-9(X„^)te"0g(X,.3)}. (A.41) 
t=l 
Proof. By assumption (vi) of Theorem A.2, for any 0 6 S(,d°, 5t), 
Var{Q'n{0)} = 4n_l Vrar{[V'i — g(Xi, 0)\g'a(Xi,0)} 
= An~ lE{Var{[Y\-g(X:,/3)]^(X.,^)|x,}} 
+4n~l Var {E {[VI - g(Xl,/?)]^(Xl,/?)|zl} } 
EiVariiW-giXt^WeiX^P)^}} 
= £{V-ar{[fi,(xl,/g0)^(-Yi^)-^(Xi^)ffMXir^)+^(-Vi^)ei|x1}} 
< 3 {E{E{[g(xi„m^(%i,/3)]'ki}} + E{E{[g(Xn/))^(X.,/3)]2|zi}} 
+ E{E{WB(X l ,0)e l]*\x l}}} 
< 3 {2£{[/\«(x l ./30)]4} + £{[A-.(x l,^°)l2K2} 
= O(l). 
Ver {£{[?! -g(Xi,/3%(Xn^)|xJ} < Var{2I< lJ\xu0)} 
< AE{K.{xu0)} 
= 0(1). 
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Then, 
Var{Q'nm = 0{n-'). 
By Lemma 1, (A.36) follows. 
Similarly, for any /? € B(/3°, £0), 
Var[«(/3)1 = Var|-2n-'^([Kt-S(.)C„/3)|a2fl(.V„/3)-[sJ(.Y„/})I2)| 
= 4n-'Var{[s(i„/J°) -«(-V.,/?) + =.!&(X'. 3) ' [sKX,,/))]2} 
=  0 { n ~ l ) .  
By Lemma 1, (A.37) follows. 
For any 3 6 B{/30,50), 
= 2£|([Vi - giXuWg'seiXuP) -iggiXl,i3)90g(Xt,P))\ 
< 2£{£|(b(ii,/3°)-j(.Vi,« + eiIsS'M(.VI^)-3s'a(-V1,/3)sSa(.V,^))||ii} 
< iOE{[A-.(x„,<3°)l2} +2£{[A '.(i„/?°)12Kj 
= 0(1). 
It follows that Q'pppifi) = Op(l) uniformly on B(0c.So). • 
Lemma A.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem A.2, if lim /?„ = 3°, then 
n—too 
lim E{Q^(0n)} = 2a(,3°) > 0. (A.42) 
Proof. For any /3 E B(/3°,Si), by Holder's Inequality and assumption (v) of Theorem 
A.2, 
\E{Qim-2E{\9'0{Xu0)\2}\ 
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= 2|E{[9(x,,/3°) + e,-S(X,,^)]sJfl(Xi,/3)}| 
< 2{£{Mfl(X1,/3)l2}}'/2{E{[g(i1,/30)-g(X1,/3)]2}} , /;1 
< 2{ë{[A-.(X1,/30)!2}}'/J{E{[S(I„/30)-3(X„/3)]2}+O(1)}. (A.43) 
The last inequality of (A.43) holds because, by Lemma 4 and assumption (v) of Theorem 
(A.2), we have 
E{[g(x t,(3°)-g(X t,l3)}2} < E{[g{x t, 3°) - g(x t,(3)}2} + E{k\(x t,0°)}<run. (A.44) 
For  any  5  E B{f l ° , S o ) ,  
[g(xul30)-g(x^,3)}2 < [h\(*i, $°)} l /2  
Applying assumption (v). by LDCT, 
lim E { [ g ( x i , i 3 0 )  - g(xt,/3„)]2} = E {  lim [^(xi,/?0) -^(xi,/în)]2} = 0 
n-foo n-foo 
It follows that 
lim \E{Ql{(3n)} -2E{[g'a{Xy,(5n)\2}\ = 0. (A.45) 
n—too 
Define h(u t) = [<?(xi + U[,/3)]2. By assumption (v) in Theorem A.2, we have 
£{IM"i)|2|*i} = E{[g(xi + ul,/?)]4|xl} < [A'.(xi,/30)]4 
and  for  any  E  [ S X . 8 X \ .  
and 
|/i'(Ui)| =2|g0{xi +u l,(3)g'g(x l  + uL,/3)| < 2[A'.(x1,/30)]2. 
By Lemma (4), for (3 E B((30,50), 
\E{[g0(Xu{3)]2M ~ M*i,j9)]2| < [K.{xu0°)\2O{aun). 
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It follows that 
\E{[g0(Xu{3)}2} - £(M*i,/?)]2}l < E{[K.{xu0°))2}O{aun). (A.46) 
It follows from (A.45) and (A.46), 
\E{Q'n(0n)  - 2a((3°)\ < |£{Q'M) - 2E{[g'0(Xu (3n)}2}\ 
+\2E{[g '0(X l,l3n)}2-2a((3n)\ + |2a(/3n) - 2a(/3°)| 
—> 0 as n —> oc. (A.47) 
Then, the conclusion (A.42) follows. • 
From Theorem A.2, 7„ — (70 — (3°) is root-n consistent for 3°. Let bn = 70 — /3° be 
the bias. If one could construct a bias estimator 6„ such that 6„ — 6n converges faster 
than 70 — {3°. a bias adjusted estimator 3 — % — bn will converge to 3° faster than the 
OLS estimator 7„. Theorem A.3 describes the convergence order of the OLS estimator 
7n and Theorem A.4 outlines the bias adjusted estimator property. 
Theorem A.3 Let the assumptions in Theorem A.l and Theorem A.2 be satisfied. 
Also assume that for any {x,0) € [x£ — 5x,x t  + <y x B(f30,S0), 
max{|^(z,^)|, Ig0rx{x,0)\} < A'.(xt,/3°), (A.48) 
where So) is defined in Theorem A.2. Then, 
7n - 3° = Op(max{<72n,n~l/2». ( A.49) 
Proof. By Theorem A.l, we know —>p j3° as n —> 00, so we can do a Taylor's 
expansion for Q'n{-) at /?°, 
QnW°)  +  QnW°){ în  " 0°)  + 2+ Z-^/n ~ 0°) ) (% ~  3°f  = 0, (A.50) 
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where z? € [0,1] is a function of % and x£'s. By arguments similar to those used in the 
derivation of (A.35), we have 
E{Q'n(00)} + 2a(y9°)(7n - 0°) = op((7„ - 0°)) + Op(n-1/2), (A.51) 
where a(0°) is defined in assumption (vi) of Theorem A.2. Comparing (A.51) to (A.35), 
there is an extra term E{Q'n{00)} in (A.51) because E{Q'n{~(n)} = 0 but E{Q'n(00)} ^ 0. 
To prove the conclusion of the theorem, we only need show 
(A.52) 
Let h(u t) = [</(x£,/3°) — g(x t  + u t, 0°)\g'p(x t  + u t,0°). By assumption (v), we have 
E{\h{u t)\2\x t} < 4[K.{x t,0°)]\ (A.53) 
|A'WI = + 
< 3[K.(x t,0°)}\ Vu te[-Sx,Sx] (A.54) 
and 
+[g(x t,0o)-g(X t,0°)}tix(X t,0o) |  
< 5[A'.(x£,/30)]2, Vu te[-Sx,6x}. (A.55) 
If applying (A.53), (A.54) and (A.55) to Lemma 4, there exists a constant Cj, which 
does not depend on x£'s, such that 
\E{h(u t)\x t} — h(Q)\ <CsKl{x t,0°)aln for t = l,2,...,n. (A.56) 
By the fact that h t{0) = 0, we have 
\E{Q 'n(0°)}\ < CsE{Kl{x t,0°)}*ln (A.57) 
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Then, (A.52) follows and the conclusion is proven. • 
From Theorem A 3, the convergence rate of the ordinary least squares estimator 7„ is 
0(max{<72n, n-1/2}). VVe can use the estimated x£'s and 7„ to approximate the bias 6n. 
Theorem A.4 will show that the bias adjusted estimator f3 = 7„ — bn has a convergence 
rate 0(max{<r4n, n-1/2}), which is generally faster than the convergence rate of the OLS 
estimator. 
Theorem A.4 Assume the conditions in Theorem A.l, Theorem A.2 and Theorem A 3 
hold. Let 7° be the value that minimizing the expected value of Qn{fl) as defined in 
(2.7). Also assume that 
(i) For any (x,/3) € [xt — 8r,x t  + <y x B((3°,5Q), 
d3'dxJ  
<  /x ' . ( x t , / 3  ) ,  i + j =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 .4 ,5 .  
(ii) There exist some > 0 and m0 > 2 such that |/v'.(xt,/3°)| < Ct|xt|m° -f C2, 
£{|xt|4mo} < 00, and £{|tit|'} = cujaJun, j = l,2,...,4m°. 
Then, 
„ o0 E{K,(x„W3(x„/3°)} + 2Ete(x1,/3°X(il,3°)]K„ , , 
"•
3 = 2£{!»(,..WP} + °'(° 
(A.5S) 
and 
~ /3° = Op(max{cr4n, n"l/2}), (A.59) 
where $n = 7„ — 6n, 6n is the estimated bias 
' L  n ~ l  5 3 t e l l f l 2 c ( 5 t '  7n ) f l j g (5 t ,  7 » )  +  2 ^ ( x t ,  7» ) f l&r (* t>  7n ) l ° "un  
k  =  
'  
( A
'
6 0 )  
f, = X + (Si - O'/'Isy-'/'tX, - -V), ( A.61) 
and X and Sx are the sample mean and sample variance of the X t 's, respectively. 
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Proof. First, we evaluate the bias bn = 70 — 0° up to order <r\jn. By construction, 70 is 
the minimizer of E{Qn(0)}, so 70 is a solution of 
W)} = 0, (A.62) 
where Q n ( 0 )  is defined in (A.l) and Q ' n ( 0 )  is given by (A.39). Applying Taylor's expan­
sion to equation (A.62), we have 
E{Q'n(00)} -  E{Q'^0Q)}{70 - 0°) = 0((7° - 0°)% (A.63) 
where is given by (A.40). By the proof of Theorem A.3, E{Q'n{00)} = 0(y„n). 
By Theorem A.l, yn  —• 0° as n —> 00. By Lemma A.2, lim E{Q'^{0°)\ ^ 0. Then, 
n—•oo 
7 °-/3° = 0(O- (A.64) 
By Taylor's expansion. 
£{<K03°)} = 2£{[si(X„a°)]!-(V, -s(Xi,0o)Mfl(.V.,/Jo)} 
= E{\g'g(xi,p°)\2} + 2£{5iu,}, (A.65) 
where 
+gyx;,/3°)s^(x;„3°) -2-lb(zl,/3°) -S(z;,y)]g22„, 
and = stxt + (1 — sL)Xi for some st € [0,1]. By assumption (i) and assumption (ii) 
of Theorem A.4, £{52} is bounded. It follows that 
|£{S,Uftl < {£{S?}}'/2 {EM}}"2 = 0(<7lj. (A.66) 
Substituting (A.66) into (A.65), we have 
E{Q:(0o)} = E{[g0(xn00)]2} + 0«). (A.67) 
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Now, we want to evaluate E{Q'n(j30)}. Specifically, we want to show 
+ 0(0. (A.68) 
By Taylor's expansion, 
£{<&(/S0)} = E jr.-1 £[V, - s(.V«,/30)]sJ(X„^,)| 
= E{|3;„(i1,/?0)gi(i11/30)}+2^(z1,j30)92,(il.^0)lK + 2£{filU;}, 
where 
Ai = (4!)-'4^(zI,/3°)^(zI,^) + (4!)-%(zI,^)^(zI,^) 
+(4!)-'4^(zI,^)^(zI,^) + (4!)-'^(zI,^)^(zI,^) 
-(4!)-'b(zi,/3°) -g(zl,^)|g%_(zl,^) (A.69) 
and z" = Si-ri + (1 — si)XL for some st 6 [0,1]. By assumption (i) and assumption (ii) 
of Theorem A.4, E{R\} is bounded. It follows that 
|£{filU;}| < {£{s;>}'" {£{"!}}1/2 =0(0. (A.70) 
Substituting (A.70) into (A.69), we have (A.68). 
Then, substituting (A.64), (A.67) and (A.68) into (A.63), we have result (A.58). 
Now we show that 
bn-bn  = Op  ( max{<74n, n ™ 1/2^n } ). 
Applying Taylor's expansion to bn  and because 7n — 3° = Op(cr2n), we have 
2 n-1 £r=tM^0)P + pt<TuJ-
We need to show that 
n'1 £>:»(*., + 2g'Jî„l30)g'^l3°)} 
t=t 
= E{\g"x{xu(3°)g'0{xu0°) + 2^(xl,^°)^r(xl,^0)]}-(-Op(max{<T2n,n_1/Vun}) 
(A.71) 
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and 
= £{fa0(z,,/3°)]2} + O,(m«{ffL"-l/:W). (A.72) 
t=l  
We will only show the proof of (A.72) in detail. The formula (A.71) follows by a 
similar argument. For convenience, define 
fi2(x t) := [g'0(xt,,B0)}2. 
By Taylor's expansion, 
n 1 /i2(xt) = n 1 53 hixt) + n 1 ^ h'2{x t)(x t  - x t) + n 1 ^ h%(x~)(x t  - x t)2, 
£= l  t— 1  <= l  t = l  
(A.73) 
where x" = x t  -f st(xt — x t) and s t  6 [0,1]. By the definition of x t, we have 
X t  —  X t  =  X  +  [ ( S £ -  —  < T „ ) / —  X )  —  X t  
= -[I - (S£ - <t;)"2S^'1(-V, - X) - u„ (A.74) 
By Taylor's approximation, 
(5Î - *l)"7S? = 1 - r;, 
where = Op(<j2n). It follows that 
x t  — x t  = r*(X£ — X) + u£. 
Following directly from assumption (ii) of Theorem A.4, we have 
n 
lim n"1 V" E{(X t  - X)2} < oc, (A.75) 
n—too ' * £=l 
lim n~l V £{(Xt - X)4} < oo, (A.76) 
n—too ' * t= 1 
and 
n 
lim n-1 52[Ag(x£)]2 < oo. (A.77) 
Tl—tOO 
t= l  
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Then, 
71 
ri"1 53 h'2(x t)(X t  -X) = 0,(1) (A.7S) 
<=i 
and 
n 
n~ l  52 ^ '2(x*)"t = Opin^^a^). (A.79) 
i=i 
It follows from (A.78) and (A.79) that 
n 
n-1 53/l2(x«)(^i ~ x t )  
t= I 
n 
= r;{n-' ^ Ai(Ie)(.V, - X)}+n-'£/>;(*,)„, 
1=1 t=l 
= Op(max{cr2n, n-l/2crurl}). (A.80) 
By assumption (ii) of Theorem A.4, 
n 
lim n~l 53 ^ {[h'^x")]2} < oo. (A.81) 
t=l 
If follows from (A.76) and (A.81) that 
-*.)1 = (0!{n-l£^(x,-)(.Y,-.Y)2} 
t=l i=t 
+2rn{n~l 5^ h 2 ( X ' t ) ( X t  -  -*>t} +  n ~ l ^ 2 h i ( x ' t ) u 2 t  
= O/a'J. (A.82) 
Then, by (A.73), (A.80) and (A.82), we have 
n n 
n~ l  ^2[g0(x t,/30)]2 = n~ l  53^(Xt'^°)]2 + Op(max{<72n, n~ l /2aun}). (A.83) 
t=l t=L 
By assumption (i) and assumption (ii) of Theorem A.4, E{[gp(x t, jS0)]4} exists and finite. 
Then, by CLT, 
= etbafxi./J0)]"} + 0p(n-"2). (A.S4) 
£=l 
The formula (A.72) follows from (A.83) and (A.84). 
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Following a similar argument, we can show (A.71). By (A.72) and (A.71), we have 
bn - bn = Op(max{<74n, n-l/2<r=n}). 
It follows that 
3n ~ 3° = 7„ -bn-  3° = (7„ - 7°) + (bn  - 6n) = Op(max{<74n, n~l/2}). 
Conclusion (A.59) is proven. B 
